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INTRODUOTION
ainoe floods oause enormous losses to property and en
danger life, a great number of studies on the oauaee, Xteh&rXor
and control of floon runoff has been ms.de. Two chief factors
that affect flood runoff are rs.lnff-.ll and oon^lltlon of the
vatez*ahed. There are relatlonshlpa that exist between runoff
and r&lnfallj between runoff ^nd watershed oharaoterletlos
(sire, siiape and slope); between runoff and cultural prao-
tloes on the watershed; and between runoff and Infiltration
capacity of the soil*
The first two factors, rainfall and watershed character-
istice, can hardly be altered by raan. Howeyer, the last
tv;o factors, cultural practices and inflltrr^tlon capacity,
can easily be modified by man. Tiie effectiveness of these
•odificatlons in decreasing the magnitude and rate of runoff
and frequency of flood peaks has been a subject of nuch
controversy between two schools of thou^t. One group con
tends that soil corer and agricultural practices are effeo-
tive measures In checking flood waters, while another group
does not agree fully .'ith this ooncliision. The review of
literature reflects these views.
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¥h« Problem
In aniall vatercheds. It has been shown that oez*taln
oulturs.1 practices are effective In lowering flood ininoff
peaks* The extent to which thsee practices affect the run
off peaks In the hy^^rograph* la of prreat Intereist and. con-*
e«rn to flood-oontrol workers.
There are a nuaber of accepted methods of deterralnlr^
the runoff hydroj^raph of a watershed. Moat of there depend^
howeTer, on actual field obeervatlona. In addition# nucdi
vork has been done In deterralnlnw* the effect of aeohanlcal
anft oulturnl praotloes on the hydrograph. To determine
their effect on the hytJrof^raph, one accurate method concerns
actual Beasurem«nta of rainfall fin<5 runoff In the wJiter^hed
itself. In this method, however, time r.n<^ exrenae are im
portant factors that must be oonaldered In obta ining the
neasureaents.
The new method here proposed is the use of a scale model
of the prototype watershed. It Is hoped that vlth this
method the effect of cultural p3?&ctloe8 on the runoff hydro-
graph may be predicted within a reasonable time and with
less expense. To the knowl©dn:e of the writer, no work
of this kind has been done yet; and this ie verified by
etatementa of Jones (1?), Hee (28), I31alsdell (?) f^nd
*For meaning of runoff tiyrtrofrraph, see p. ^5.
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Ollver (26), All studies with the use of modelB that h&T«
been so far oon^iucted have dealt priiaarlly vlth hydraulic
problems of river flovB, but none vlth hydrolopjlc beh^ivlor
of w&tersheds.
Hei^tofore, extenalve studies have been made In the
field. For example. In leva the Little Sioux flood-control
project has been under way elnce the aumraer of 19^9. Hydro-
logic studies In five watersheds (Ileoper, Theobold, Muckeyy
Hayvorth, and Renneker) of this project have been carried on
Jointly by the Department of Agrlctiltural Snfrlneerlng, Iowa
state College, and the U. 3. Soil Conservation Service* Tvc
of the major objectives, \/hlch have a direct bearlnf^ on the
present v.'ork, are: (a) to comp&re the rate j^^nd amount of
runoff from conservation-treated f.nd untreated watersheds,
and (b) to develop runoff iiycirogranhe for several uatershods.
Runoff hydrogr&phs of these watersheds are nov; available.
The present work Is the first attempt to study watershed
characteriatlcs in the laboratory. Using the upper portion
of Nepper watershed as the prototype (Fig. 1), the present
study has the object of developing a model of that area»
v;hich will produce hydrologic data that will agree with those
of the prototype v/aterahed.
If this method is sufficiently accurate, a corollary
wor3e suggests Itself: to determine how certain cultural
practices may be duplicated In the model; and then to de-»
-4-
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Fig. 1. Location of the Upper Portion of Nepper Watershed
In T85N R43W Sect, 35-36,
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termlne how thea® measures may affeot the model hydrograph*
This knovledge in turn may be used to predict the beharlor
of the prototype hydrof^^raph were such rae&aureo to be applied
In the field. This phase of tne work, hovovor. Is not
attempted In the present study.
*6*
RKVIKW OF LITERATURE
Flood
From time immemorial flocla have occurred and no doubt
will continue to occur. The Kncyclopedia Anerioana (11)
llsta the recorded (Jlsaetrous floods of the world. To clto
6. few of them, the first one on record occurred in China in
2357 B-C* vhich lasted 152 . . . days . Ti^ie first recorded
dieastroua flood in the Mississippi Kiver valley took plaoe
in 15^3 and lasted 50 days* In 1875 there t/ere disastrous
floods throu^out iCurope; in Asia, particularly in India and
Burma; in the Hnited States; and in the West Indies*
Floods all over the world have caused tremendous looses
in property* In the United i^tates s-lone, it vas reported
by the U. 3. Oeologic&l survey (Pickela^ 27, p* 10) that
the daiaage to prox)Grty in 1900 vas about 45 million dollars,
and in 1908, 238 laillion dollars. In 1950, the total damage
was estimated at I3I oillion dollars and a probable damage
of about 700 fflillion dollars was prevented by existing flood<
control works (12).
The principal cause of flood Is precipitation, which
in turn forraa flood runoff from the watershed, 3ome factors
tJoat affeot flood voliuaee v.'hlch man could modify are forest
-7-
a.nd agricultural praot1ces . w'h1oh 1n turn involve cover 
t ypes , f arming pra.ot1cea , and soil conc11 t1ons . 'I bile some 
investigators believe th~t theso factors h~ve l1ttlc or no 
ctfect in the control ot floods . othero h£.ve divorgent v1eve . 
,Etfeot ot l''oreets on Runoff 
Regar ding the influence ot forests on floods, Lowden:iilk 
( 21 ) stated that tho controversy or whether forests 1nnuenco 
tlo0<1 flowo ntarted 1n 187~ \11th Gustav Wex ~.nd Vn.llee . Wex 
aaid that the d1m1nut1nn of water 1n the Drnube R1ver wan 
due to the olear1ng ot foresto 1n the river basin. Vallee 
opposed this v1ew. He found th::.t the nro~eao1vo outtinP: of 
forests 1n the baain ot tho no1ne River s ince the Mi ddle 
Ages did not 1ncree.ne flood he1~htn of the r1vo1" nt Paris . 
In the United Ota.tea , Moore (2) ) 1n n reuort to the 
u. 8 . Congrooo in 1910 s tated tha.t on the whole forests have 
very l1ttle to do with flood heights in t ho streams s ince 
floods occur only ao a reoult o~ exten!live ra1no etter the 
round had been saturated . Mee~ (22 ) ~rter making n long 
study or tho effect ot extonG1ve deforestation on floode 
in W1ooons1n concluded that the cutting or fores ts had no 
material effect on otree.m flcm c.nd on rre0uenoy ot floods . 
Chittenden (7) re11ohed s1m1l c..r conol.ue1one ns those abovo . 
He pointed out ths.t forests ha.ve no ottect on d1m1n1eh1 
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floods In "periods of lonf?:-continu©d, v/idespread and heavy
preoipltation» v-hioh alone oauae (^re&t flootJe in the lar^e
rlvera," p. 24S).
Slloox in 1936 (3^) agx^»d that while forests and other
soil oovers do not prevent all floods, they influence to
make floods less froquent and make flood crests lower* He
cited the results of studies in the Appalachian watersheds
on more thf^n 100 streams. The peak flows froa defoj^ested
areas rf'.np^ed from 10 to 20 times greater th'^-n those from
forested areas*
For 15 years, 1935 to 19^9» the TVA made a study of
the effect of forest cover improvement on the hydrologic
charaoteristioa of the White Hollow .Watershed having an area
of 1,715 acres. At the start of the study, the soil cover
consisted of 66 percent forests, k percent cultivated cz^opsy
percent fji^raGs, and the remaining 26 percent abandoned
vegetal cover. A program of gradual plantinp: of forest
trees was made so that in 15 years the entire area was
claSF^ified as forest land. In a sunmry of the report, Blee,
Bowman, and Fry (^, pp* 5 6) reached the following con**
elusionst
The ifflprovement in forest cover has resulted in
greater watershed protection withorit measurable de-
cz^ease in water yield.
There has been no shift in the seasonal runoff
pattern as a result of land-use chf-nf^s. The principal
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oontrols upon runoff oontlnae to be precipitation
ataount &nd ae&son* • • •
There has been no oh&ngo in the amount of
either surface runoff or f^roimd-vater runoff-
The tine of distribution of surface runoff
has been materially changed. The increase In time
for an eoual volume of cummer runoff for volumefi
of more than 50 percent of the total has been in
creased 500 or more neroent. • • •
Modification of summer pealt dlschf^xRes has been
80 great that frequency of peaks aurlnr^ the latter
years was niuc^ less th'.n during ttie earlier years. • • •
The above papers show the oontroversl'^l stateraents. The
controTeray raged until 1936» v.-hen an act called the "Omnibus
Flood Control Act of 1936" was passed. The act authorised
the Secretary of Ap^iculture to investigate whether 8u«34i
raeaaures as reforestation and soil conservation had effect
upon floods. In 19'fi'5i Cook (8) of the Office of Water
Utilization, v/ar Food Administration, auramarlaed the results
of 3ome of these studies in these words (8, p. 130):
There is, in general, no real conflict betv/een
programa for headwater flood abatement and progi^ma
for protecting large v?illeys — nnd the cities in
them — by major engineering works. Both kinds of
programs are needed* i^ven vhere headwater measures
have an effect on downstream damages, they do not
obviate the need for the do'.-nstream -./orks, par
ticularly vhere human life is endange37ed by the
great otorjas that may, upon comparatively rare
occasions, visit any river basin*
Oook pointed out that there are two kinds of flood problems;
(a) the damap:e in the headwaters or in the agricultural
areas in the tributary syaten,and (b) the damage to con-
•10-
oentrations of population stud vo&lth In th© river oltles#
He added that the floods in the he^-dwatere &re caused by
short r^^ins of high Intensity, i;hose effeots are local, and
they are dissipated in the main stream. The downstream
floods» however, are caused by general and protracted rains
in the entire watershed. On the whole Cook eatlnated that
in the Middle wast the headwaters damage oorapriaes about
75 percent and the city dsanage only 15 percent. Because the
city damage is spectacular, it catches public attention
more readily and is the one usually reported. The head
waters flood, accordinf^ to Cook, cr.n be oonirolled by land
treatrient, reforestation and soil-constervatlon measures,
while the river valley floods are very little, if at all,
Affected by Bu<di treatments.
Effect of Affrioultural Practices on Runoff
To date there hE.8 been a nuiabar of studies mad® to
detemine the effeots on runoff of oei^ain affricultural
praoticea, inolutUn,-: conlour farming, rotations, density of
soil cover, raulchlnf^, burnln?^: of orp^anlo matter and vegetal
cover, etc. In vlev; of the lare:e number of auoh references
only a few will b© cited here.
yamlnPT practices and runoff
The vegete.tlve covering and rotation of crops exert a
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great Influenoe In the diminution of runoff. The datR com
piled In 1916 by Ijowdermllk (21) Illustrate this point. The
vere taken froio ten are&fl in nine stateo. They i^ve&led
th^it runoff was fppeateflt on ffvllo**' Is^nd f-nd crop land, rans--
Ing from about 6 to ^^2 percent of the r?^lnf£tll, and least on
grass lands nnd voodl&nd, from E.bout aero to elj^t
percent•
In 19^6f Kohba ilk) reported hla findings on five small
vatershedst having an area of 3«5 to aorea. t?he soil
cover eonslated of a three-year rotation of oom, grain, and
hay. Vnere tillage was oarrlod out other than on the contour,
the r\inoff peak rates vere greatly increased, liftmen diversion
terraces were used in conjunction v.lth contour tllla^ run
off rates jvnd inagnltude number of runoff peaks were
reduced.
A cojBparison of two iiinds of ffj-riaifi^, the px*evallliig
eyetem sind the conservation syetesi, was made by Bedell,
JCohnXe, and Micdiojc (2) in 19^7* watersheds in
the oowi belt having areas of from 2 to 3-6 acres and slopes
of from 2 to 5 percent. When the crop was oom, the runoff
under the prevailing systera was move than double that of
the oonserv&tion system of farnlng-
Xhe effects of soll-ooni^ervatlon practloes on reduoinia:
the runoff were further shovn by nany other \rorlt:ere. Allls
(1) in 1950 observed that for the i-iebraska watersheds the
runoff peak rates vere bluest vhen corn vas plantoA In
stmlptit rows, leas when contour planted and listed* and
lep.st v;hen contour planted s-nd aul^eequently tilled. In
19^» KrJmgold and others (18) reviewed th© concluislone
x^aohed by D. D. ilinlth, 0. E. Kinahall, li. H, bidder, J* R#
Carreker, and R, W. >>s.1in1 conoemlnr;; the relationship of
soil-oonBerration measures and runoff in ooil-oonsenration
projects in Missouri, ^tfisoonain, Xllinoie, Ooorgla, and
Texae. Observations covered a period of from 5 to 10 years
on areas up to 300 aerea* The findings of these inreeti-
gators seemed to convoy one point: that soil-conaervation
practices were effective in reduoinir runoff rates under
r
certr.ln atoms (that is, vhf5n the r^^infj.ll inten^^ity did
not exoeed the infiltration capacity). Under crltioi^l
etorras, there aeected to he no difference between areas under
the ordinary farming system and those under the oonflervatlon
systen* ^e data in many instances were not clearly defined
so KrliQgold and associates sui:;iiaari^ed the r^bore findings
in these words (18, p. 116)i
The data presented are not (juffioientiy consistent
or direct to Justify definite conclusions. However,
tliere 1b a ouffioient trend in the dr;.ta to oaueo
?^ve concern to enfrineors and otlier profeasional
men wno are o^..lled upon to m&ke deolaiona and recoai-
laendatione, or to plan and to execute flood abatement
by oonaervatloB praoirtoei? awl by other headwater
measures• • • •
Tlie findings of Elwell, Daniel ami Fsnton (10) in 1941
serve to illustrate the effeot of burning tiraber on the
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m&gnitude of runoff* They used j^-acre plot# harln^? a
slope of about five percent. After ei#:^t years of testing
they found that the burned voodod area allowed 3I tiraee more
runoff than the wnlmraed area.
Hulches were found by Borat and woodburn (5) to be a
great factor in reducing rtinoff when scattered on the soU
vhose surface had Just been broken or cultivated, Hov/ever,
when the raoloh was soattered on smooth crusted surface, the
aiBoant of runoff vas as hi^ as that on the bare soil* They
concluded that the isulch prevented the sealing of the surface
soil pores as caused by the beat.inK of the raindrops# Za
this way prreater infiltration vas encouraged.
I
Infiltration and runoff
The introduction by Horton (16) in 1935 of concept
of infiltration capacity has broup^t an important tool in
estiniating surface runoff*
Free, BroKning, and Musgrave (13) pointed out in 19'^0
that there is a definite association between infiltration and
eudfi factors as orpf&nlo matter content of the soilf tillage
practices, rind the cropping: prof^rara.
miarp, Holtan ^^nd Musf^rave (33) reported in 19^9 the
results of their studies on three bbu II vateraheds in
Xllinoie and Colorado concerning the relation of infiltration
and runoff. The three watershed characterigtlcs of cover
density^ soil depth, and antecedent soil moisture content
-lit-
vere significantly rel^-ted to Infiltration. Infiltration
was also noted to be closely related to the season of the
year, with hl^ values obtained In sldsiimmer*
Heaenrenent of Runoff
A,number of field methods of measurln^f and estlnatlng;
surface runoff have been described by several workers.
Homer and Jens (15) In 19^^^ shoi'od a method vhlch utilizes
infiltration oapacltlos and precipitation patterns for de-
temlnlng surface runoff. The method utilized infiltration
curves developed from hydrograi^ analyoifs. The infiltration-
oapaelty data were obtained by Inflltrometers.
Sohlff (30, 31, 32) in 19^9 used a method which utilized
transsilselon ratefl^ antecedent soil moisture, changes In
soil moisture# and precipitation patterns In estimating the
rates and amounts of surface runoff.
Mlnshall (2^) In 19^+9 described a method of measuring
surface runoff frora a w&terah! !• The measurement was ms.de
with the aid of a water-level stage recorder in a detention
reservoir where the runoff collected. The pondage correction
and dleoliarge througji the drop Inlet were calculated at every
atage. The rate of runoff from the entire watershed then
comr>uted.
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Watershed Model
A large outdoor nodal having an area of about 200 acres,
reprcsentinf; the vatervays of ^,2i^i^p000 aq. al* watershed
covering 31 statee or about '♦•l percent of the area of the
United 5tatee« Is now in operation and under etudy In
Vloksburg, Mlflslaalppl, by the U. Waterways Experiment
Station (Bruce, 6). The modol vaterahed has a horizontal
scale of 1:2,000 and a vertlcvil ecalo of 1:100. The model
is used to study auoh hydraullo problems as silting, scour
ing, river flow, deslj^n of dam, and harbor structures. It
Ifl not used to study the runoff-producin;^ characterlBtlos of
the watershed*
L&box^tory Rainfall Applicator and Keaaurement of Raindrop
Kllison and Poaerene (9) in 19^ deecrlbed a laboratory
rainfall applicator vhloh they uned in the study of splash
soil erosion. The device conBisted of a water tanlt contain
ing an overflow weir for repcul&tin^ the deoth of the water.
The bottom of the tank had holes through which water dripped.
A Boreen poultry wire vith cheese cloth placed loose on top
of it W&0 hung below the tank and parallel to the plot eur-
faee. The raindrops were fomed along wood, yarn threads
which were hunfr from the oheese cloth in the middle of the
poultry vlre opening. Ellison and Poraerene reported that
••X6*
they oould develop rainfall Intenaltlea of fx*oB ^-.8 to 1^.6
In. per hr. by cliMiglnK the depth of the water In the tank*
They oould chfi-nge the size of the raindrop by using different
aixe-^r-enln^ra In the poultry wire. The temln&l velocity
of the raindrop was altered by lowerlnR or rf-leing the level
of the poultry wire.
In 19^1 Lave (19) attempted to measure the terminal
velocity of natural ralndrope. He found that 95 percent of
the terminal velocity of the raindrop wae acquired after a
fall of not raore than 10 netere. For exariplei a 1-nm.
diameter raindrop acquired Ite maxlmun temlnal velocity at
2.2 m. of fall; 2..ara., 5«0 m.; 3-®wn., 7*2 n.; ^4—mn., 7-® I
5-iiua* • 7«^ Bi.; » 7*^
Two years later Lava and pRraons (2.0) devised a method
of measuring the elze of raindrops- They used the so-called
flour method. Briefly, the method consisted of oatchlnf; the
raindrop in a layer one-Inch deep of fine unoompacted flour
having a emooth surface. The raindrop waa allowed to re-
naln in the flour until the dou^ pellet was dry and hard#
The pellet was welj^hed before nnd after drying In the oven
at 110® C. The loss of weiftht was the weight of the rain
drop, from vhloh the diameter was cftloulated. One of the
measurementB cited by these worfeers g^ve the dl.sjaeter of
raindrops as ranging from 0.?6 to 2.16 mm.
-17-
IHVSSYIGATION
Deaorlptlon of the Prototjrpe watershed
The upper portion of one branoh of the Hopper vatershed,
used as the prototype, hae an area of 129-0 aeres and la
looated in Monona. Cotmty, Western Iowa, An aerial photograph
of that aeotion of the ooimty, t&lcen by the Department of
Agrlcultiu*e In June* 19^9, and classified ae OE 1F-I39i shove
the loocition of the watershed (Fig* 1).
XoDoararthy and soile
The area has a rolling relief vrith natural drainage
depresslone evenly distributed throu^out the imtershed*
The drainage ways all meet at the lowest part of the baein
located at its vestei^ part (FIr, 2), vhere the vater is
ponded in a detention reserrolr. There is a difference in
elevation of about 1^ f^et between the detention reservoir
and the hlfheat part of the watershed. The predominating
elope is 8 to 10 percent; vlth srfiall streaa, such as those
in the flouthern part, having ateeper slopes reaching as
hi^ ae 20 peroent*
The eoile of the watershed vere desoribed by Rieoken
and Snlth (29) as belonging principally to Ida series
TOPOGRAPMY OF
NEPPER WATERSHED
I9S2
PLOTTED er j P MAMISAO
FROM tm£ Survey data of the
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
SCALE • I-' T
0 100 200 300 600
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Fig, 2. Topographic Map of the Upper Portion of Nepper
Watershed*
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(formerly Marehall series). The predominating soil type is
Ida silt lo&m as shown in Fig. 3» soil series has a
relatively deep permeable profile. The tiurfaoe horizon oon-
slsta eseentlraiy of c, thin Uyer (2 to 8 In.) of oaloareouB,
grayish brovn allt Iorib. i?he lover Eone^, reaching from 60
to as nuoh as several hundred Inoliea in derith, oonslste of
rapidly permeable, ooarse-textured, oaloareous loess with
lov clay content.
Vegetation
The vegetation of the watershed In 1951 eonalsted of
oata planted on about April 15 In 25.2 percent of the area,
oom planted on e-bout May 10 in percent of the area,
and Meadow in 33.^ percent.* The planting arrangeraent may
be aeen In Fig. 3. iixoept for a amll trea of about 2^ to
k aerea in the northern part of the vaterahed, inhere abaorp-
tlon-^type (level) terraoes were constructed, the farming
ayatem followed vas the usual vay. This weans that in more
than 96 percent of the cropped area, no soil-conservation
measures were applied.
*I)ata furnished by the Department of Agricultural
Engineering.
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Fig. 3. Map Of the Upper Portion of Hopper watershed Showing
Soil Types and Land Use in 1951* (3oil Typea from
the U. 3. Soil Coneerratlon Service and Land Use
from the Department of Agricultural Engineering)
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Method of Prooodur®
aterntiod moHnl
Qonatruotion of the model. The Meppor watershed wae
topographically eunreyed by the U. s. i>oll Conserration
nervloe, vhloh kindly fumlohod the Oopf^.rtpient of A.^^rioultural
Engineering its aurrey d&tfi^* A oontour ofa-p of the watershed
vaa then drawn to a aoale of l!3t6oo; and this B«».p was used
as the basis of the conatruotion of the Biodol. First, a
glass photographic alide, 1 3/^ ^7 2 1/2 in** was pre
pared fxHjra this nap» Thia elide waa then carefully projeotod
on a wall proiucinp^ a larger contour nay) to a scale of 15A50»
or eight times the orifcinnl aap. The enlarged map v.'a8 tz*aoed
on a large aheet of kraft paper taped to the wall, This map
was uaed aa a pattern in preparing? the eTreri^ient&l aodel.
Plaster boards (Celotex), ft» by 8 ft^ by 1/2 in.,
were used in eonstruoting the model. The thioScness of
1/2 in. was taken as equivalent to an elevation of 10 ft.,
privinK A vertical scale of ItZkQm As shown by the map In
Fig. 2 the first s.nrt le.st oontour lines in the watershed arc
l60-ft. and 310-ft. elevations, respectively. A base boai^
was used to represent elevation 170 ft.; and 1^ other boai^s
piled one over the other represented 180, 190 - . . ?10 ft.,
respectively. On each of the V'- bo&rds, the corresponf^ing
-22--
oontour line waa drmwn* The boards were saved along the
oontour lines; and the dovn-slope portion of eaoh board bel
low the appropriate oontour line vaa discarded* The remain*
Inpr portions were then assembled In their proper positions*
For convenience In h^nclXinR, the model was prepared in four
sections and these were later asaenbled (Flf^. h). The
nsnernbled sections, now placed on a 6-ftf by 8-ft- table,
were then leveled*
The exposed s\u*faoe of the assenbled boards was water
proofed by ooatlng it tvloe vlth tar.
The ed^es of the various l^yern of boards served as the
most convenient guide In shaping the surface of the surfacing
material of the model. In order to have at least 1/2-ln.
thickness of the surfacing material, almnlnura strips, one
inch ulde, were flmly fastened to the contour-line edges
of the lii layers of plaster boards* Figure 5 lllustratee
this arrangeisent.
Hortar (It3 oement-sand mixture by weight) was chosen
as the first surfacing material because it does not die-
integrate in water and it provides a convenient base for sub
sequent materii^le that mli^it be Integrated into the surface*
The aluminum atrlT>s fastened to the contour-line edges served
as forma for the aort&r; and their upper edges served as
guides in 3hfi.plng the surface of the mortar.
The raortfcr was poured In alternate sections or blocks»
Fl^« 4* "Ko(SdI*' after the rlaii&or Bo«.r<U«
PIk* 5* *^Ho^3el * &rt»r Cofttlnff th« Surfiacs vlttk Var and
F&st«nla^ AXusdnutt r^trlps to the Contour Sdiree*
Jrir« 6m after Appljtei^ Mortar on the ^htrfaee*
*
T I
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ftbout 3 to ^ long along the contour. Before pouring,
the t&rrod surf&oe ^nd alumlmira stripe vere brushed twice
evenly vith &n oily liquid (called "Nox-Ruat") to prevent
the mortar fro® adherlnpr to facilitate reraov&l of the
blocks, t^nort aluminum strips i/ere uaed to make the
temporary separations, the mortar i^rae then poured In every
other aeetlon forming bloolca* After the nortar had set» the
separating? alualnua stripe were removed and the aides of the
blocks vere coated with the oily liquid. The vacfvnt sections
vere then filled with aortar.
The finished replica of the vfaterohed (Fig, 6) is not
yet the eimilitude oounteryjart of the prototype; thus, It
cannot be o.'^lled a model and, for l&ck of aLn appropriate
term, it will be referred to as '*aodel A."
nirailituae ohf^.racterlatics of the model. The runoff
In a watershed is affected by two raaln factors! rainf&ll
and conditions of the ^ratershed. These factors can be
represented by 12 pertinent variables, vhlch enter In the
present similitude study of the watershed, as follows!
1, Runoff, ^
2, Rainfr.ll intensity, I LT*"^
3, Tine, t T
Length, 1 ^
5. Width, b L
6. Hel^t, h h
ir»i
•26*
7. Roughneas of siurfaoe and
resistanoe of Tegotatlon, r -
8* Infiltration oapaeit/ of th« «
soil, 1
9. D«nfllty of vater»yO ML"^
10. Vlsoosltf,^
11« Surfaoe tension,^ MT
12. Gravity, g
Hunoff is a function of the other eleven variables, that
4 « f'd, t, 1, b, h, r, g),
whioh nlno Pi teriae« aooording to the Buoltins:h&.m Pi
Theoren (Marphj, 25) and may be exx^ressed in the following
dlffiensionless equations
It b h i yol^ JOI^
gt=
The design equations involvinfr the first three Pi terms
oan easily be satisfied in the oodel Kith or without dis^
tortions, that iai
•> —ix (Frouda Huraber),
or Fa « F;
b
iJ-T-
Vor explanation* tee Appendix A.
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Th# other flTO deoign equatlone arm not aatiBn®d
beoftufle certain varl«i.bl«B of the aodel ore diatorted and in
Bone caees difficult to evalmte, aa in the ee.se of roughneee
fend inflltri^tlcm oapff.olty. ^Jistt^rtlon faotore, ww^ly, (X $
/St Yt 9» 0, therefore introduoetl in their
design e<tuatione» a« follovet
*•
T ^ 2/2S_S-. » (Reynolfia Nuaber),
/^ta
or • TB;
1 3 3
/Z2-B— <a e/2i_ (v'eber i<usber),
<W
or » 9 W;
r„ - ^ r.
Ueo'-uae of the preserieo of tl*c«e dietortlon fftotors# a pre-
<51otlon f&otor S apt>e&ra in the prediction ecjuntionj
Assumings for the time belni?, that the deoiRn oonSitions
for reinfs.ll inteneity ooul<l be sRtisflort by the simulator
vithout distortion then the prediotlt>n factor will be s.
function of the flTe distortion f&otorat
-2B-
Only cc oan be readily evaluated. 3inoe difficulty would be
encountered not only in evftluattng the ralue# of the other
distortion faotora feut also In establlahinR the relationship
of § to all these distortion factors, the rouj^efls of the
surface may be modified so as to compensate for the effects
of these five dlfltortions. This modifioation would result
in making the value of S unity, and the prediction equation
would remain as:
or
tt2 11^
I trnrniammwhere * n, the lengtJi scale, and ^ « yti , the In-
Ijji m
tensity scale
#•
Rainfall siaulator
Dealtm of the rainfall tank. To aiamlate rainf^^ll in
the laboratory, it was necessary to vary intensities
rapidly. To produce low intenaltiea, different diameters
of capillary tubes, both ^lasa and copper, were tested. Even
with the smallest available capillary tube (0«0635 Inside
diameter) very low pressure heads Rave ©xcesaive diacharpjes.
' --ii"
For derivation, see Appendix B.
**For meaning of rainfall simulator, see p. 35*
PINCHCOCK 1
GLASS
CYLINDER
40"* 3"/
THERMOMETER
77777777
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WATER
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RNCHCOCK 2
SIPHON
CAPILLARY TUBE
PINCHCOCK
- BURETTE
nmmmwpm)))))))})/)}}
Fig, 7. Apparatus for Determlnin#?; Dlsohargea throuprh the
- Capillary Tube under Different Pressure Heads.
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Howeverr when a ooppef wire (0.052 In* in dl&aeter, the
larReet alte that oould be inserted into the capillary hole)
was used a reasonable dlaoharge was obtained.
The next test was to detex*nlne hov different dlaohargee
or intensities may be obtained vhen a aultable length of
caolll&ry tube vrith wire inserted was used- Disoh&rfrefl under
different pressure heads were determined using the eouipment
illustap&ted In Fig. 7. The pressure head was regulated by
plnoheocJca Ho. 1 and 2. Half-minute dischargee through the
oaplllary tube with wire inserted were neaaured in the burette
below the tube. The average of the two heads before and after
the diactorge was ooneidered as the final head as reported
In Tables 1 and 2. The height of the column of water measured
from the upper end of the capillary tube vac considered as
the head in thia test.
In a preliminfi-ry teat, two capillary tubes, two and
three Inohes lonr and 0.067 in. inside dlaitieter, with a
oonper wire, 0.052 In. in diaaeter, inserted through the
capillary hole were tested. The results ax*e recorded la
Table 1 and plotted in rig. 6. The relation between discharge
and px^ssure head la shown by curves A and B In the flf^re.
Curve A or B is a portion of a parabolic curve having? an
ecuation ofJ
^ s ca y 2gh or » kh,
where 4 « discharge and h s pressure head.
-31-
Table 1* Discharge Through Two Lengths of O&plllary
Tubes» 0.067 In- In Di&raeter, with a 0»052-ln.
Copper "Ire Inserted in the Oaplll&ry Role
1-ln. tube tube
Preesuro head
In.
Dlac3mrp;e
ot2«in./min.<^
Pressure head
in.
Discharge
ou.in./min.^
21.88 2.55 21.03 3.56
16.90 2.12 16.86 3.0^
11.92 1.69 11.88 2.5ft
5.95 1.10 5.91 1.61
0.97 0.56 0.95 1.X4
All figures are aTorages of tv?o lae&surements*
^Original data vere in e*o./mln.
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2- IN. CAPILLARY TUBE
3-IN. CAPILLARY TUBE
RAINFALL JET
12 16 20 24
PRESSURE HEAD, INCHES
Fig. 8. Relation between DlacJiarj^e throuf^ Capillary
Tube or Rainfall Jet and Pressure Head ae
Determined by the Apparatus In Fig. ?•
Further teats were made with 20 caplll&ry tubes to
deternlne whether these tubes could furnish sufficiently low
Blmulated r&lnff^ll intensltlea. Yhe tubes were ®.ll three
Inohes long; tyo-inoh long tubes were not used because they
gave a higher dl80harg;e« The tubes h&d a ranpje of Inelde
diameter of O.O635 to 0.067 in., i.e., wire Gauge nrill Ho.
52 entered the capillary hole but not No. 51* copper
wire had a diameter of 0.052 in. The results of these tests
(Table 2 and Fip:. 80) show that the disohar^ varied froa
0.^ to 1.77 cu.in. per rain, for pressure heads of 0.98 to
35.92 in. Frora these discharges, the intensities that may
be expected v^ith the use of these tubes were computed. Qioos-
ing a spacing of Zi in. on centers each way between tubes,
0.^ ou.in. per rain, is equivalent to 3.8'* In. per hr.; anfl
1.77 cu.ln. per min. to 17 in. o©r hr. hixamlnlng the results
in Table 2, it will be seen that capillary tubes Ho. 4, 5»
10, and 15 gave very low diecharges. The reason was their
inside dlarseters were closer to 0.0635 The above
capillary tubes (3 in. long and 0.0^535 to O.O67 in. Inside
diameter vlth No. 16 copper iflre inserted) vere thus con
sidered as satisfactory in GlmulatlnfT rc.lnfftll intensity in
the laboratory. This )tint1 of tube was, therefore, used in
the rainfall simulator and will be referi^d to, in this
paper, a« "rainfall Jet."
The discharge—head relationship in Fig. 8 furnished the
-35-
tMislfl at the design of the tank for slraulc-tlng iralnfall In
the labor&tor/* That ISt the desired simulated rf^inf&ll
Intensity m&f be obtained by using the proper pressure head.
H&t\u*al rainfall patterns consist of varying inteneities,
which often ohange Instantaneously. This condition aay be
satisfied in the rainffi-ll simulator by quick changes in the
hel^t of the pressure head in a f^lass sts-ndpine. Figures
9 and 10 show the details of the deslfrn of the tank.
Construotlon of the rr^lnf^'ll fllmulator* BAlnf^ll slsi-
Qlator» as used here, includes the rainfall tank together
vith the aeoeesories needed for slaulatlng rainfall in the
laboratory.
It will be noted in Fig. 9a and b that the bottom and
top of the tank me&sures about 6 ft. by 8 ft., this being
about the size of the watershed model. The depth of the
tank Is two inches. There are two important reasons for
choosing this depth! (a) In Fig. 10, It •rrlll be seen that
with this depth, there is only a small amount of water In
the glass atandpipe B vhloh would be handled In adjusting
pressure heads. Henoe, quick changes of heads could be made*
It Is understandable, therefore, that the shallower the tank
the sfflfi-ller a pressure could be developed v.-hlch would mean
a lower intensity, (b) The bottom an(t top pRrts of the
tank are held In plf^ce, a unifora distance between them
is maintained, by two-inch ohanncla (Fig. 9^ and J); c.nd
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these ar# the em&lleBt-depth oh&miela arallable eommerolally.
The bottOB of the tank conaiats of Ho. 10 steel »=heet
vlth 925 9/16-in, holea, apaoed 2i In. on ©enters eaoh way
(Pin. 9^ !)• mounted In No. aero rubber stoppers
are Inserted Into the holes as aho^n In Flcf* lOb. The figure
also explfi-lna the convenience of ualnR 3-ln» Jata instead of
shorter ones.
The top p&rt of the tank Is a No. l:: steel sheet.
There are five glass stanrtplpes (0.5 in. Inside diameter)
whose priaary function is to release entx^.oped air in the
tank (Fig* 9aIIX and g)*
The entrance of the water Is at one end of the te.nk
and the glaas standplpe (1.0 in. inside diameter) for measur
ing head is at the other end. The volooity of the entering
water Is thus broken p.nd greatly reduced by the time the
water reaches the standpipe because of the presence of buffer
plates and enlar^emont of the croas—Bectlon&l flow by 118
tines from the entrance to the full v;ldth of ttie tank.
Installation of the rainfall eiwulator. The tank, v'hloh
weighs about 58o lb. vdxen empty, was hung two feet above the
watershed model with l/^>-ln. ohain at the four corners as
shown in Fie. H- It was leveled with the use of turnbuokles.
Just above the model, 637 rainfall Jets were plugged into
the openings tlp-^itly. The rest of the holes were plugged
with rubber stoppex^s.
-38-
4
CAPILLARV TUBE
4^.0635" TO 0.067"l.0.
BBCRT!!|\ NO.O RU
I!|1WwST0PPER
NO. 16 COPPER
WIRE
(b) RAINFALL JET
36
35'
8"
6-
4"
2"
(CJ
GLA3S
STANDPIPE
^WATER METER
ATER
RAINFALL
JET
VALVE A
VALVE C
RUBBER HOSE
Fig. 10.
VALVE B
The Rainfall Simulator Showlnp:
the Entrance of water Into the
Rainfall Jet, and (c) the CHaaa Standplpe.
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FIr. 11. Installation of the fialnfall i^liflul&tor
over the watershed Model.
Rainfall Intensity of the alamlator* After the device
WAS Installed» the aver^fire rr.tnfall intensity under each of
seven pressure heE^ds, 1, 6, 1.-;, 18^ 2'i-, 30, and 36 in« * was
deterrained. The desired head was obtained by ref^latinj- the
flow of water through valye A (Fig. 10). In order to obtain
the x*aiiifall intensity under eaoh head, the amount of water
dlaeharged by the 637 Jets was detenained by timing eaoh
fire gallons of flov as neasured by the vater aeter K.
The results of the test are recorded in Table 3. The
diso^iarges from all Jets oorabinod varied from 0.3^7 '^*58
CJ.P.M., when the pressure head was increased from l.o;' to
36.03 in. The disofiar(?es were converted to intensities
ramming from I.27 tc 15-95 in. per hr.
The avei^,^ rainfall intensities were plotted a^^ainst
average heads in Fig. 12. The curve appears to be almost a
fltraigtit line (but it ie actually a eegnent of a parabolic
curve). It vas used in detarntining vorlcin^ heads in sub*
sequent tests*
In order to check the above intensity-head relationship,
another test was run. Half-ninute discharprea of 16 random
pr.irs were measured. DiscJiftrge from each of the I6 nairs was
collected in a funnel which led ths v^ater to a burette. 3ince
great accuracy cannot be had in this method, the results are
at best used as a check of those obt5.ined in the other method
described above. It is interestinfr to note, however, that
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the tvo results are in rather close agreement (Table 4).
Prediotlon equation for runoff
The prediction ecjuatlon, 4 « (p. 28), la true If
I t
the Pi tern cont&ininf^ rainfall Intonoity, y is satisfied
in the model without distortion. I'he orototype rainfall in
tensity varied from 3esa th^n one Inch to about five Inohes
per hour, whloh means that the aliaulatecX r&lnfall intensity
should^ if undlstorteil, be about 0.05 to 0-2'+ In. per hr.,
since the intensity scale ^ * V o** 21.21. These very
R
small intensities are both Tery difficult and impraotlcal to
satisfy in the laboratory* The sm&llest Intenolty that was
obtained in the ralnf&ll simulator was 1.27 in. per hr.j
honoe, a dlctortlon factor must necessarily appear In the
deslprn equation:
m
Prototype rainfall intensity ^ I
How, let B m Simulated rainfall intensity
and since ^ n and ^
the above equation reduces to:
a • '—
m
-45-
BeoauAO of the precenoe of thla distortIon, the preduotion
equation beoomest
A-
or ^ w 5
In order to eT?ilnate <S In terns of , the rauionta runoff
equation nay be ueedt
Ck m OXA,
where 0 a v&tershed oonetant« I » rainfall intenalty and A
area of the watershed. It vill be found t2:iats
1
8B
« ]rK
;>ubfltitutinp; prorver values in the prediction equatioQt
final equation beoonies:
^ a n^El
Verlfleation test
Model A shall be considered the slailitude counterpart
of the prototype vaterahed, when it is able to produce a
runoff hydrograph that will duplicate the prototyr^e ininoff
hydro^aph under a siioulated rfAnf£i.ll of the ar-me pattern
as that of the natural rr,inf&ll. The runoff liydrograph means
the graphical representation of the fluctuations in flow of
For derivation, see Appendix C»
the runoff in olironologio&l order. The adequacy of the nodel
vould be oonflrmcd further If another rr.lnf«.ll of different
pattern and ooeurrlng under the same waterahed oondltlon ae
the firat produoea a hyarograxih that duplicates the proto
type hydro|:rraph.
To laake the first test on Model A, three ralnf&ll« were
eeleoted: (a) rr infKll of June 17, 1951 havinp: a duration
of about 2 hr.I (b) June 19, 1951» ^t»out Ir hr.; (o) aeptember
14, 1951, about 2 hr. All these rainf^^-lla h&ve two-year
frequency of ocourrenoe according to Yarnell'fl olaoslfioation
(35). Theee three rHlnffelle were eeleoted because they were
practio&lly uniform throughout the area as shown by the alnost
equal measurements in the two Ferfraflson recording raingagee
N2 and H3 (Flir* 2). I-toreoTer, tvo conditions of regetal
ooTer were r«?i>resented. The first tvo rc-infft-lls ooourred
when tiie wFiterohetl had the sar^e soli cover ixnd the third
rainfall ooourred when the vegetfttlon had a dense growth.
Developaent of the prototype hydroirra-ph> The nmoff
froa the prototype watershed was collected In the detention
reserrolr with a drop inlet structure. The hydrograph wa«
prepJired by the method of Minshall The quantity of
the runoff frois the vatershed was recorded on a (^art (Fig*
I3A) by a w&ter-etage recorder installed In the detention
reservoir. The vrater stages at different perioda were read
from the ohart» recorded in Table 5 and plotted in Fig. 1^.
"iniV.!"" tiirr i* m#
rBIG WAItH ST»Cl BfCORDtR TYPl fit
•wautMS •• iuLim r <—tw «»p—
•«>« «iM* MlCM Nt^D
r' < */'»/*! "<•< ^ \ •LKMT.a.SOn
•4 « »-l TUlt XMA u-<o . v*tru>i<
(IMI*CM**vUi> V* 'w»'uyf
5^ /e.
-^7-
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Fig. 13. Water-stage Chart (A) and Ralngage N2 and N3 Charts
(B) of the Rainfall of June 1?, 1951. (Charts
^rnlshed by the Department of Agricultural
Engineerings
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Table .S· Rtoord ot Runott tro• the Upper Portion ot •epper 
Vattr•bt4 DI.iring the 1'&1ntall of June 17, 19.Sl• 
.--or 
Rate ot runott (Dl•ob&rge T1.lle IJ&g• ohans• Pon~ 0bHrTe4 
Tille 1nhrYal height in atage ooZTtotion dUch&rge oorreott4 tor pon4&~ 
br ... a1n. •in. tt. rt. L111n. o.r ••• o.r •• • o.t.•. in. • 
6:1.tO 0 l.48 0 0 --- 0 0 
6: Sl ll 1.48 0 0 7.5 8 0.06 
6:.S2 l l.?8 o.,46 87 7.8 " 0.1.S 6:S? l 2.23 0.)60 169 8.1 rn l.40 6:.S l 2.47 o.3,Sl 187 8.) 19.S 1.55 
6:.S.S l 2.88 0. ) 10 195 8.4 ~~ 1.61 6:51 2 ,.,6 0. 382 27.S 8.? 2.2.s 
6:S8 l .oo 0.616 .Sl6 9. 2 .S2.S 4.16 
6:59 l 4.66 0.560 5)0 9.5 5)9 4.27 
7:00 l 5.10 0.503 .Sl4 9.8 .S24 4.15 
1:01 l .s.60 o.497 ill 10.l ~65 4.~ 1:02 l 6.18 o.,86 10 • .S 78 3.79 
7:04 2 6.70 0.266 '.Sl 10.7 ?62 2.87 1:06 2 7.21 0.291 17 11.l 28 J.)9 
1:01 1 7.48 0.290 433 11.2 ~ ) .52 
1:08 l 7.80 0.252 )99 11.4 410 J .25 
7:10 2 8.24 0.209 )54 11.6 J86 2.90 
7:1Z 2 8.64 0.18.s J~ 11.7 )43 2. 73 7:14 2 8.95 0.182 ~1 11.9 i.s2 2.79 7:16 2 9.35 0.207 12. 0 19 J.)2 
7:18 2 9.80 0.224 4) 7 12.2 449 J . 56 
?:20 2 l0.24 0.199 4)8 12.4 4.SO ) .57 
7:22 2 10.64 0.1?4 )?l 12.6 J84 3.05 
7:24 2 10.94 0.1.s.s m 12.7 l89 ) .09 7:26 2 11.24 0.161 12.8 13 3 .27 
?:28 2 11.58 0.149 383 12.9 396 3.14 
?: JO 2 11.80 0.111 292 13.0 305 3 . 44 
7:J2 2 12.06 0.102 27.S 13.1 288 2.29 
1:35 3 12.36 0.092 256 l J . , 269 2.lJ 
?:J8 3 12.61 0.078 222 lJ. 2)5 l. 86 
?:41 3 12.78 0.011 206 l J.4 219 l.74 
?:44 J l J .08 0.051 l?O 1:).6 184 l.'* ?:,SO 6 13.30 0.037 113 l J .? 12? 1.01 
8:00 10 13.62 0.029 90 13.8 104 0. 83 
8:10 10 13.84 0. 016 62 lJ.9 ?6 0 . 60 
8 l.S 5 1).8? 0 0 lJ . 9 14 0.11 
8 20 5 l J.87 0 0 lJ.9 14 0.11 
8 JO 10 lJ.86 -0.001 - 4 13.9 10 0.08 
•oata obtained from the nter-atage chart (Fig. 12A) turnished by the 
Department of Agricultural Engineering. Computations ln this table were 
1114de b;r Mr. Bovard P. Johnson, Reaea.roh Associate ot the Department. 
rig. lk» Water stage In the T)ttentlon Reaerrolr In th9
Upper Portion of Nepper v^atershed on June 17•
June 19• &nd r^eptember 1'^, 1951-
Fig. 15• a&te of Ponflage &nd atruoture Ulaoh&r^e of the
Detention Keeervoir in thu Upper Portion of
t4epp©r Watershed. (Data Furnished by the
Department of Agricultural Kngineering)
4<00
«4TE Of PONDaOE
FOR JUNt 19 ft
$EFT 14, (99
RATE OF PONOA6E
FOR JUNE IT,I9S
STRUCTUSE
DISCHARGE
•50-
19 ao e9 30 39 40 49
TIME FOR STAGE ON JUNE IT, l»St
40 4S 90 59 2'00 09 10
TIME FOR STAGE ON JUNE >9.1951
10 15 aO 85 30 39 40
TIME FOR STAGE ON SEPI <4,1991
15
49
eo
90
8S
95
30
5:00
3S
05
40
10
RATE OF PO N D A6E
JULY 1951
B£FO/fe
GDC AREA R P AREA RP
FT SQ FT C.F S SO rr. C,F3
0
2 23, ZOO 386 _
4 50. 400 s»a 4,5S0 7fi
6 TO, 800 1,1 BO 56,700 949
B SB. lOO 1,632 94.900 1,581
IQ 12T, TOO 2,'29 i««,eoo 2.080
12 16 1,000 2,680 I6S, 700 2,760
J4 194. 400 J,240 194. 700 3,242
1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000
RATE OF PONDAGE, C.P. S.
10 12 14 16 18
STRUCTURE 01 S C HAR 6 E , C. F . S.
49
19
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tabl« 6. Itoeord of Ruaoff fpo« tho TIppor
Vktorohod During tho Rainfall of Juno 19» 1951
TIm Oan ohann Pondago Oboorrod R»to of nmoff (Dl«oharg«
3.1>3 0 0 0 0 0
S.007 S.a .a J.O 0^
^.i»8 o.oea 2.5 »•?
>.-ain. ain.
1:05
1:06 3
1:10 2
1:15 5
1:16 1
1:16.5 1.5
1:17.5 1
1:19 1.5
1:20.5 1.5
1:23.5 3
1:27 4
1:30 3
1:35 5
1:39 4
l:l»l 2
l:'>5 4
1:^7 2
1:50 3
1:54 4
1:57 3
2:00 3
2:02 2
2:04 2
2:06 2
2:10 4
2:14 4
2:17 3
2:20 3
2:22 2
2:28 6
2:30 2
3;i2 0 0 2 B.e 9.0 .07
l:S2 S:?fo ii'' 5:' 57:2 0.38
1».50 0.600 168 9-5 101*0 l!?!
5.00 0.380 182 9.9 W.9 1 52
<_«A 0.1^0 10.2 i. Ml.5.50 0.330 23* W.2 j
6.00 0.220 208 10.J 218.J A.r
6.50 0.1U5 159 W-®
7,00 0.081 105 10-9 115.9 0-92?.18 0.043 56.7 11.0 67.7 0.5J
7.35 0.035 •>8.6 11.1 59*7?:?? o.o5| 50.0 ii.| <i-j giti
«.<«» ft-ft27 19.2 11.2 >0.H7.57 0.027 39.2
7.6k 0.010 1J.8 11-3 ||-| g;li
7.66 0.010 1U.9 UO f5-2
7.68 0.008 12.0 llO 23.3 |
7.70 0.023 35.5 U.J ^5.8 3
7.85 0.050 76.5 ^ '
8.00 0.050 78.0 11.; 0.71
8.10 0.050 80.0 11.5 n-5 0
8.20 0.050 81.0 11.5 92.5 " f
8.30 O.oSfi 75.5 11-6 87.1 0«
8.U1 0.023 38.2 U.o
8.M 0.008 13.3 11-7 25.0 0.20
8.50 0.006 10.0 11.7 21*J III
8.50 O.OOif 6.7 11-7 all
8.52 -O.OOU - 6.7 11.7 5.0 0.04
8.50 -0.006 -10.0 l^'Z 1*9 0*01
6.^9 -O.OO6 —10.0 11-7 1.7 *
*l)ata obtalnod fro« tho watop-atago obapt fumUhod by tho Dopartaant of
Agrioultuiml Cngioaaring.
r
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T»bl« 7. lUoort of Runoff from «» Uppor
Vat«r«b«d During tho ltolnf»ll of Bopto«b»r l**, 1951
TiM Oago
TIm intorral boigbt
In. ain. tt»
lUto of
ohAng*
in ttago
ft./Bin.
pondago
oorr«otion
o.f
Ob««rT«d
diaoto*rg«
0.f«*'
Rat* of runoff (Diioh****
oorr«ot9d for pond*^)
o.f.o» iD»/hr>
hr
3:35
kt26
ki27
U:28
J»:29
k:^0
4:32
U:3i»
*•06
U:?e
kiko
U:iW>
4:46
4:46
4:50
4:52
4:54
4:56
4:58
5:00
5:02
5:04
5:10
5:16
5:20
5:25
3.69
3.69
4.00
4.10
4.17
1 4.25
2 4.40
2 4.70
2 5.00
2 5.30
2 5.57
2 5.74
2 5.90
2 6.00
2 6.10
2 6.20
2 6.26
2 6.36
2 6.U
2 6.51
2 6.55
2 6.58
2 6.62
6 6.64
6 6.62
4 6.59
5 6.55
0
0.020
0.100
0.100
0.085
0.095
0.098
0.148
0.146
0.146
0.110
0.076
0.060
0.050
0.050
0.045
0.046
0.041
0.036
0.027
0.016
0.014
0.011
0
-0.007
-0.006
-0.010
0
0
7.6
11.0
11.1
16.2
22.5
5^.»
71.1
91.7
62.5
62.4
53.3
47.2
46.5
45.0
47.3
44.7
41.1
29.7
17.9
16.0
12.1
0
- 6.1
- 9.1
-11.3
0
9.1
9.2
V.l
1:1
9.7
9.9
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4
10.4
10.5
10.5
10.6
10.7
10.7
10.7
10.6
10.6
10.6
10.6
10.8
10.6
10.8
0
9.1
16.S
20.3
20.5
25.7
32.1
64.5
61.0
101.6
92.7
72.7
63.7
57.6
59.0
55.5
57.9
51.6
40.4
26.7
26.8
22.9
10.6
2.7
1.7
- 0.5
^SBta obtained froa the water-etage obart furnlehed by the Depaptaent of
igrlmiltupal Engineering.
0
0.07
0.13
0.16
0.16
0.20
0.26
0.51
0.64
0.61
0.74
0.56
0.51
0.46
0.47
0.44
0.^
0.44
0.41
002
0.23
0.21
0.16
0.09
0.02
0.01
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The rate of pondage of th® reservoir the <llscharf^e throu^
the drop-Inlet structure vere noxt detertiiined and T>lotted
{Fig. 15).
Tablee 6 and 7 show the water etagee read at different
periods for the rainfalls of June 19 and Septeiabor Vi-, re
spectively. The vater stages were also plotted in Fig. 1^.
The hydrographB of the three ralnffitlls were then pre
pared vlth the originate expressed in inches per hour and the
abaolBsa In minutee.
nevelopmtjnt of the mo^el hydroirrapll* ^he first step was
to duplicate the rr^inf^ll p^ittern in the prototype watershed.
Fi^e 13B illustrates the rainfall charts obtained on June
17,* Values of aocttaulated rain were read in the chart at
intervals of five ninutes (Table 0), and their averages for
the entire area were coranuted by Thieesen's method. Theee
averar^es wore j^lotted chronologicallyi ^ivlnf? the rainfall
mass ourve {Fif^, 16). Frora thsse s-verR^ee, the chronological
flve-mimit© rninf-ai intensitiss for the duration of the storra
were com'TUted (Tablia It vlll be noted tii^t the intensi
ties are slopes in the ralnfr^ll assa c^Arve.
The computed intensities for the other two rr.infalla are
given in Tables 10 and 11»
The above prototype intensities were next converted Into
The oomputatlonfl and plotting of the hydrograph of the
rainf^^^ll of June 17, 1951, were made by Mr, Howard P» Johnson
of the Department of Agricultural F-n^lneerlng.
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Ta.blo 8 . Raintall 1n the Up~er Portion ot Hepper 
laterehod on June 17, 1951 , ae Recorded 
by Fer~sson 1ie1P"h'lng R9.1ngages 
Ti me RG.1ngage N2 Ra1ngt .ge HJ Aver~ge r~intalla 
min. in . 1n. in. 
6 : 40 p .m. 0 0 0 
4S 0 . 10 0 . 12 0 . 112 
50 0. 35 0. 39 0. 375 
55 o.ao o.ao o.aoo 
7 : 00 1 . 40 1 . 12 1.224 
05 i . 95 l . ~ 6 1. 643 
10 2 . JO i . 75 i . 955 
15 -; . 75 ~ . 05 2 . 311 
20 1 . 02 2 . 1 .. 0 2. 6;1 
25 j . 36 2 . 80 1 . 010 
30 3. 65 1 . 20 '.3 . ')67 
JS 1 . 85 , . 40 3. 568 
40 4 . 01 3. 61 J . 759 
45 4 . 14 3. 80 J . 927 
.so 4 . 26 3. 93 4.053 
55 4. 35 4. 07 4.175 
8 : 00 4. 52 4 . 20 4. 319 
05 4. 60 4. JJ 4 . 1•31 
lo 4. 6.5 4 . 41 4. 500 
15 JJ. . 68 4. 44 4 . !))0 
20 4 . 71 4. 47 4 . 560 
25 4. 74 i .. . 51 4. 600 
30 4. ?6 4 . 54 4. 622 
35 4. ?6 4. 55 4 . 628 
4o 1..,.76 4. 55 4. 628 
45 4 . 80 4. 55 4. 64; 
50 J~ . 86 4. 63 4. 716 
55 lt- . 88 4. 67 4 . 71,.a 
9 : 1)) 4 . 88 4. 68 4.755 
05 '• · 89 4 . 68 Jh 7.58 10 U.. 89 4 . 66 4. 758 
a 
Average r A1ntell is oom?uted by Thieasen•e mothod. 
Ra1ngage N2 serveo 37. 3 µeroent of tot~l area, 
wh1le N3 serves 62. 7 percont . 
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Table 9. Time and Rainfall Intenalty In the Upper Portion
of Nepper Watershed (Prototype) durln^r the Rainfall of
June 17, 1951; p-nd Equivalent Time, Rainfall
Intensity®' and Oorreaponi^ln#^ Pressure Head
in the Laboratory (Model)
Tlraeo Rainfall intensity
Prototype Model
Interyal-
5 mln.
Interral-
1^1-.lU see.
Prototype
In./hr.
6;4o- 45 0 - lU.l 1.35
U5- 50 l^wl- 28.1 3.1\
50- 55 28-3- 42.5 5.10®
55-7:00 i^2.5- 56.6 5.09
75 00- 05 56.^-1-10.7 5.02
05* 10 1-.10.7- 2^*9 3.75
10- 15 2i+.9- 39.0 i^.27
15- 20 39.0- 53.2 3.8^^
20- 25 53.2-2- 7.^ iK5^
25- 30 2- 7.^ 21.5 /k30
30- 35 21.5- 35.6 2.40
?5- ^0 35.6- U9.8 2.30
io- ^5 2^9.8-3- 3*9 2.01
^5- 50 3- 3.9- 18.1 1.52
50- 55 18.1. 52.3 1.46
55-8:oo 32.3- 1.7J^
8:00- 05 U6. 0.5 1.3^
05- 10 4- 0.5- I'*.7 0.83
10- 15 l/i.7- 28.8 0.36
15- 20 28.8- i*3.0 0.36
20- 25 43.0- 57.2 0.44
25- 30 57.2-5-11.3
30- 35 5-11.3- 25'^ 0.08
Model
in./hr.
4.22
9.85.
15.95^
15.92
15.70
11.73
13.35
12.01
1U.20
11.^^5
7.51
7.19
6.29
iv.75
^.57
4.19
2.60
1»13
1.13
1.38
0.97
0.25
Pressure
head In
model
In*
7.^
20.6
36.0
36.0
35.5
25.3
29.4
25.9
31.7
29.7
15.1
li+.2
12,1
8.6
8.1
10.1
7.3
3-9
0.9
0.9
10
0.7
•Rainfall Intensity In the laboratory Is determined
by the oat>&olty of the rainfall alnulator, vrheire
m - 0-3197.
- 0.3197.
®Tlrae scale m^ my n ; 5 rain. In prototype « 1^.1^
sec. In model.
Table 10. Rainfall &m1 R&lnfEill Intensity in th«
Upper Portion of Nepper "t^aterehed (Prototype) on June
i9, 1951; and Rainfall Xntenalty* and Correaponfllng
Pressure Head In the Laboratory (Model)
Time In AYora^ Rainfall Intensity -
prototype ralnf&ll ln>/hr»
niln. In, Prototype Model
1J05- 10
10- 15
15- 20
20- 25
25- 30
30- 35
35- iK)
/fO- ^5
45- 50
50- 55
55-2 !00
2J00- 05
05- 10
10- 15
15- 20
0-0.063
0*^66
0.565
0-585
0.669
0.?24
0.73^
0.766
0.861
0.9^9
1.09^
l.llit^'
1.156
1.156
0.76^
2.65^
2.18
1-19
0.24
1.01
0*66
0.12
0.38
l.li*
1.06
1.7^
0.24
0.50
0
^^.57.
15-95°
13.12
7.16
l.kh
6.08
3.97
0.72
2.29
6.86
6.38
10.U7
1.4U
3»01
0
Pressure head
In model
In.
8.1
36.0
'28.8
lif.2
1.5
11.6
6.8
0.6
•^.2
13.5
12,3
22.1
1^5
4.7
^Rainfall Intensity In the laboratory la determined
by the capacity of the rainfall Blmulator, where
01 a* 0.1661.
m
2.6'
ITTi
m 0.1661.
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Table 11. Aver&go RFilnfall and Rf-lnfft.ll Intensity In the
UpT>cr Portion of Hepper Watershed (Prototype) on
September 1^, 1951; o^nd Rainfall Intenalty*
Corresponding Pressure Head in
the LRboratory (Model)
Tirae in Ayerago RfcinffUl IntenGlty - Proaaure head
prototype rainfall in*/hr. In model
nin. in. Prototype Model in#
3:35- ^ 0-0.018 0-21 1.20 0.9
2+5 0.0^1 0-28 1.61 1»7
i>5- 50 0.061 0.2^ l.:?8 1*2
50- 55 0.075 0.16 0.92 0.6
55-if:oo 0.131 0.68 3-90 6.6
4:00- 05 0.188 0.69 ?.96 6.7
05- 10 0.244 0.66 3*79 6.4
10- 15 0.284 0.48 2.75
15- 20 0.426 1.71. 9.81 20.6
20- 25 0.658 2.78^ 15.95® 36.0
25- 30 0.826 2.03 11.65 25-0
30- "^5 0-965 1.67 9.58 20.0
35^ 40 1.108 1.71 9.81 20.5
Ji^O- 45 l.Z'M 1.49 B.55 17.6
45- 50 1.360 1.54 8.84 18,2
50- 55 1.445 1.02 5.85
55-5:00 1.490 0.54 3-10 5.0
5800- 05 1.507 0.19 1.09 o.e
05- 10 1.517 0.12 0.69 0.5
10- 15 1.534 0.21 1.20 0.9
15- 20 1.564 0.36 2.07 2.7
20- 25 1-590 0.32 1.84 2.3
25- 30 1.607 0*19 1*09 O'S
^R&lnfall intensity in the laboratory is detemlned
by the capacity of the rainfall alimilator, where
at * 0.1743.
2.78xftH -
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slTttulated (or model) Intensities. It will be eeen
In Ta"blG 9 that th.o flvo-mlnute intexisltleo of the relnffdl
of Jxme 17 ranged from 0.3I 5.10 In. per hr. Since the
rainfall Blmulator was capable of developing l.?7 to 15*95
ln» per hr,, tho prototype intensity of 5.10 v&e made equlv-
alent to X5«95 T>9r hr*, thn&x
m m ifilf - 0-315^
The equivalent model Intensities to tho other prototy >0 In-
teneltlea were th«n conputed. The oorrecpondlng prea^sure
he&cio of the various raodel intenoltles vere read off in the
ourve In Fig- 12.* (See Table 9 for v-lues of preaeur©
heads.) It vlll be noted that the prototype Intensity of
0.31 In. per hr. was equivalent to 0.97 in. per hr. in the
elisulator. !Zbla value vas es^trapolated In the ourve to get
the oorrespondlng pressure head of 0.7 in*
For the ralnf^sill of June 19 f^nd September 1^ the values
of ffl are, respectively!
a m « 0*1661;
« « t|4I « 0.m3-
Their model pressure heads are given In Tables 10 and 11.
the rainfall pattern in the prototype vatershed was
The oxirve shovn In Fig. 12 vas the aotu&l curve used
in this v^ork.
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then duplicated In the rainfall stimilator by adjuatlng
chronologlci.lly the pressure he&ds at Intearvals of 1^.2
soo.f the equivalence of the prototype time of 5 Bin. (the
tlrae scale being l/lT" or 21.21)* 4ulck adjustments of the
pressure head® were accorapllahed by means of values A and
B (see Fig. 10).
The runoff frcws the aiodel wie collected at the outlet
(rl^t foreground in Fig. 11) in numbered one-gallon cane
at Intervals of 7.1 eeo. The joodel runoff was then converted
Into equivalent prototype runoff rates In Inches per hour
by ualnjr equation Q « n n ^ (p. 45)*
The ininoff rates were then plotted ciironologloally at
IntervJila of 2.5 min- This hydrograph derived from the model
will be referred to aa **mod.el hydrograph" (or **raodel A hydro-
as the case may be)« For purposes of compfi-rlson the
same coordinates were used for both prototype and model
hydrographs. It Is thus seen that the model runoff rates
are expressed and plotted In terms of prototype values;
also the model time of 7-1 sec* la plotted as prototype
time of 2*5 mln*
Results
Hydrographa of im>rtar-gurfaced model (model A)
Rainfall of June 17. Table 12 shows the results of the
seasurements of the runoff from model k» Forty-five measure-
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Tablt 12. Runoff fro« th« W»t#rth«d "Model" wlljj MortJir Surfao#
for tho lUlnfftll of June 17, 1951
TIm in
prototype
•in.
1
of runoff and aontfclnT - g«/7«l »fQi
12 3^ 5
6!i»<Mf2.5
^5-*»7.5
50-52.5
55-57.5
7:00-02.5
05-07.5
10-12.5
15-17.5
20-22.5
25-27.5
30-32-5
35-37.5
J»0-42.5
^^5-^^7.5
50-52,5
55-57.5
6:00-02.5
05-07.5
10-12.5
15-17.5
20-22.5
25-27-5
30-32-5
326 314 280 290
534 537 470 476
750 774 776 760
1266 1264 1374 1274
1500 1526 1614 1544
1874 1872 1664 1916
2190 2232 2222 2192
2182 2164 2254 2220
2344 2268 2430 2364
2162 2134
2148
2306 2222
2064 2314 2184
1890 1812 1842 1872
1724 1778 1828 1780
1864 1862 1932 1904
1932 1940 2034 1992
1740 1768 1800 1736
1816 1614 1910 I836
1926 1900 2078 2002
1938 2034 2064 2014
1958 1958 2050 2006
1948 1950 2054 1946
1566 1544 1548 1666
1186 1218 1274 1262
1160 1124 1206 1202
1214 1164 1282 1200
1080 1044 1130 1066
1042 1088 1082 1090
1002 978 1014 1014
902 694 930 892
866 866 906 872
626 640 896 910
938 946 962 942
936 936 926 954
852 646 942 870
614 824 644 644
730 731 738 708
530 616 644 644
574 574 564 566
506 504 500 506
502 508 504 488
462 472 500 494
462 474 496 490
514 516 510 506
478 466 494 500
490 466 492 480
302
sue
7t*6
1112
lueo
1838
2066
2186
2330
2176
2202
I8i*6
1818
1886
1900
17^
182U
1916
200l»
2008
I960
15W*
1214
1168
118U
1068
1080
960
862
890
862
970
9^2
87»»
778
7^
644
574
U94
506
490
482
510
496
480
Average
g./7.1 ••o-
'*02
512
766
1298
1533
1873
2184
2201
2347
2200
2186
1852
1606
1890
I960
1757
1840
1964
2011
1996
1992
1574
1231
1176
1209
1086
1076
990
900
680
867
952
939
877
821
7?1
616
570
502
502
488
485
512
491
486
Rin'>ff
0.0./7«1 eec.
30
226
492
1012
1257
1595
1900
1911
2075
1908
1906
1564
15?0
1606
1670
1465
1554
1678
1729
1692
1684
1294
945
894
921
606
788
694
610
606
la
655
567
Ul
33a
294
214
212
204
215
214
205
196
^"Model" in Tablee 12, 13» 14, and 15 oeana nodel A In the aanusorlpt.
'^ The tlae of 7.1 mc. In the model is equivalent to 2.5 »ln. in the prototype.
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ments In oublo oentimet«ra (welded in gr&ne) at intervals
of 7«X see. vere made*
Table 13 gives the values of the meaBuremente (in
Table 12) converted into equivalent prototype runoff by using;
the pret^ictlon eqxmtlon 4 « After aubstltutinp proper
values in which n « ^50 and m « 00197# the equation becomes:
q. m2.^^77 X10"3 q„,*
Where Q « equivalent prototype runoff in inches per hour and
m model runoff in oubic centlmeterB per 7.1 sec*
Fij^re 16 shows the equivalent prototype runoff rates
plotted ohronolof;:iO''vlly at Intervala of 2.5 rain., or model
A hydrograph. The ^irototype hydrop-raph was also plotted In
this figure for comparison*
The area under the curve of the model A hydrograph is
53-12 «q. in*, vhioh is equivalent to a total amount of mm*
off of k»kz in.** for the duration of from 6:40 to Bi^O p.m.
The area under the prototype-hydrograph curve Is 3^.44 sq. in.
and is equivalent to 2.87 in. denth of runoff. Hence, the
excess of runoff from model A over the prototype watershed
is 1.55 In.
Rainfall of June 19. Table 14 shows JO measureraente of
runoff from model A at intez*vals of 7»1 sec. and their equiv-
#
For derivation, see Appendix D.
**One inch in the ordinate «• 0.5 in. per hr. and one inch
in the abscissa « 0.166 hr.; therefore, 1 sq.in. « O.083 in.
riM la
13* Diaohftrg* from Mortar Surfooo
oad Iqaimlont Mtobarc* froa tho Prototjrpo
for tho lolofoii of Aum 17, 1951
"Hodol*dle0taarff0 - Frototjrpo dlsoborfo - Q
prototypo
0.0./7>1 too. In./hr.Ala. o.f.o. o.f.o.
«i^0-%t.5 i!K:i' 9.6772.81 0.074.56
*5-*7.5 492 2448.2 158.50 1.22
1012 503^7 326.01
404.94
2.51
50-52.5 1257 6254.8 3.11
X595 7936.7 513.82 3.95
55-57.5 X900 9454.4 612.06 4.71
19U 9509.1 615*62
^.73
7100-02.5 2075
190S
10325.2
9^4.2
668.45
614.65
05-07.5 1906 9484.3 614.01 4.72
1564 77S2.5 503.84 3.67
10-12.5 1530 7613.3 492.69 3.79
15-17.5
1606
1670
7991.5
6309.9
517.37
537.96
3.96
4.14
1465 7289.6 471.94 3-63
20-22.5 1554 7732.7 500.61 3.85
1678 6349.7 540.56 4.16
25-27.5 1729 8603.5 556.99 4.26
1692 8419.4 545.07 4.19
30-32.5 1684
1294
6379.6
6438.9
542.W
416.85
4.17
3.21
35-37.5 304.43
286.00
2.34
2.21
*0-42.5 9a 4582.9 296.70 2.26
806 4010.7 259.65 2.00
*5-*7.5 788 3921.1 253.65 1.95
694 3^^53.3 223.57 1.72
50-52.5 610 3035.4 196.51 1.51
606 3015.5 195.22 1.50
55-57.5 583 2901.0 167.81 1.44
664 3304.1 213.91 1.64
8:00-02.5 655 3259.3 211.01 1.62
587 2920.9 169.10 1.4S
05-07.5 tsi
2682.1 173.64 1.3*
a94.4 142.07 1.09
10-12.5 338 1661.9 108.89 0.64
294 1462.9 94.71 0.73
15-17.5 214 1064.9 66.94 0.53
212 1054.9 68.29 0.53
20-22.5 204 1015.1 65.72 0.51
215 1069.6 69.26 0.53
25-27.5 214 1064.9 68.94 0.53
205 1020.1 66.04 0.51
30-32.5 196 975.3 63.14 oM
^lAohargo from tho aodol in Toblos 13, Ik, and 15 1> avorago of 5
aoaouroaoata. Original data aro oa filo in tho D«parta«nt of Agrioultiaral
lagiaooring.
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ACCUMULATED RAINFALL
MODEL HYDR06RAPH
MH
PROTOTYPE
P H
HYDROGRAPH
AREA UNDER MH-53.12 SQ. IN. o 4.42 IN.,
DEPTH OF RUNOFF FROM 6-40 TO 8'^0
AREA UNDER PH-3444 SQ. IN. 2. 87 IN
1.55 IN
6'4049 50 96 7'0005 10 16 20 29 30 66 40 4 6 60 668-00 06 10 16 20 26 30 36
TIME , P.M.
Fig. 16. ttunorr Hydrogrartlij of the Prototype and "Mori#!**
with WortAr and Rainfall H&as Ctipve for
the Rainfall of Jtme 17, 1951- if'Ven, uncler
CiuTve '^»asiired vlth Planlraeter)
alont prototype runoff rates. The runoff rates were compated
from the eqiiRtions
Q » 1.287 * 10""3
where the value of la used was 0.I661.
Figure 17 Illustrates the model A and prototype hydJ?o-
grs-pha developed for this rainfall*
The area under the model A-hyf^rogrfiph curve is 32.61
sq. in. and that under tne prototype-hydrograph curve, 19.69
sq* in. These areas are equivalent, respectively, to 1.087
In.** and 0.656 in. of runoff for tho period of from 1:05 to
2120 p«m. Thus, the excess of runoff from model A over the
prototype watershed is 0.^0^
toinfall of September 14. Table 15 presents runoff
measurements from model A at intenmls of 7»1 see* and their
equivalent prototype runoff rates. The conversion equation
v;as:
» 1.351 X10"5 qiB.*
and the value of ra used was 0.17^3.
Figure 18 shows the hydrogra^^s of model A and prototype
developed for this rainfall.
The areas under the model A-hydrograph and prototype-
cux*ve8 are ^^.70 sq» in. and 8.93 in., respectively.
For derivation, see Appendix 0.
**One inoh in the ordinate « 0.2 in. per hr. and one
in<^ in the abscissa » 0.166 hr.j therefore, 1 sq. in* =
0.033 in.
Table X4. Discharge from the "Model" vlth Hortar
Surface and Equlv&lent Dlsoh^r^e from the
Prototype for the Kalnfall of
June 19, 1951
Tine In
prototype
mln.
"Hodel"dlflcharge
c.c./7*l Bee.
Prototype di8ohax*ge
In./hr.
1:05-07.5 33 0,04
2?l 0.30
10-12.5 ^71 0.61
9B9 1.27
15-17.5 15i^7 1.99
Xk95 1.92
20-22.5 1U12 1.82
1174 1.48
25-27.5 867 1.12
615 0.79
30-32-5 0.55
559 0.72
35-37.5 680 0.88
556 0.72
40-J^2.5 453 0.58
376 0.48
^5-^7.5 261 0.34
267 0.34
50-52.5 335 0.43
660 0.85
55-57.5 752 0.97
699 0.90
2:00-02.5 735 0.95
1050 1.35
05-07.5 11J^7 1.48
905 1.16
10-12.5 625 0.80
^51 0.58
15-17.5 359 0.46
281 0.36
m 0.9
h05 10
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AREA UNDER MH-32.80 SQ. IN.o 1.093 IN^
DEPTH OF RUNOFF FROM l'05 TO 2'20
O0.653 IN.
0.440 IN.
AREA UNDER PH-19.58 SQ
PROTOTYPE HYDROGRAPH
PH
MODEL HYDROGRAPH
MH
_ ACCUMULATED
RAINFALL
20 25 35 40 55 2 00 05
riff. 17.
TIME , P.M.
Runoff Hydroprapha of the Prototyr>e and "Model"
with Hortua* '"^uirfs^oe c»nd IV*lnf4i.ll Outto
for the Rainfall of Jwn© 19$ 1951. (Area
under Ourre Xeesured vith rianimoter)
Table 15. Dlaesharge fron the "Model"with Mortar Surface
and EqulTalent Dlsch&rt^e from the Prototype for
the Hnlnfall of f5er>tomber Vi, 1951
Time in prototype
mln*
"Kod31" d1Bclxarge
0.C./7.I aeo.
Prototyrse discharge
In./hr.
3:35-37.5 2i+ 0.03
57 0.06
102 0.14
^5-^^7.5
165 0.25
221 0.30
50-52.5
223 0.30
220 0.30
55-57-5
206 0.28
215 0.29
^1:00-02.5
389 0.53
^^66 0.63
05-07.5
511 0.69
506 0.68
^9Z 0.66
10-12.5 ^77
15-17.5
J92 0.53
^33 0.58
20-22.5
901 1.22
1?^^7 1.68
25-27.5
1597 2.16
1932 2.61
1562 2.11
30-32.5 1^07 1.90
35-37.5
1217 1.64
1195 1.61
^0-i^2.5
1205 1.63
1200 1.62
M-^7.5
1117 1.51
loij^ 1.42
1106 1.49
50-52.5 1059 1.43
859 1.16
55-57.5 7^0 1.00
5:00»02.5
587 0.79
JWH 0.60
32i* 0.44
05-07.5 242 0.33
205 0.28
10-12.5 192 0.26
194 0.26
15-17.3 196 0.26
2^ 0.32
20-22.5 272 0.37
25-27.5
269 0.36
267 0.36
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AREA UNDER MH*44.70 SQ. IN. o 149 IN.,
DEPTH OF RUNOFF FROM 3 30 TO frIS
AREA UNDER PH-8.95 SQ. INo 0.298 IN
MODEL HYDR06RAPH
MH
1.192 IN
ACCUMULATED
RAINFALL
PROTOTYPE
HYDR06RAPH
PH
3-35 40 45 50 554-00 05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 500 05 10 15 20 25 30
TIME, A.M.
Ifi- nunorf Hydroi?paph« of the Prototype •Model"
with Mortar Surface and Rainfall Kaaa Gurre
for the Rainfall of neptember 1^, 1951. (Area
iinf'er Ctirre Ho&Attred with Pl&nlaeter)
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They ere equivalent to 1.^90 In. and 0»298 in. of ruaoft for
the duration of from 3i50 to 5*15 R«ra-; henoe, there Is an
exoeaa of 1»192 In, from model A over the prototype watex*8hed.
Hydrographs when ctodel A la roui;diened
The rainfall of June 1? vas used when the surface of
model A vae z*oug^ened by layers of burlap. There vere tvo
methods of roughening. The first one oonelated of m>Tering
the entire area with burlap and the roughened etruoture vae
referred to as ''model B." The seonnd method involved cover
ing selected portions of model A and the rou^ened structure
vaa cf^lled "model C."
Table 1? gives the measurements of runoff from model
B and their equivalent prototype runoff vhen one l^^.yer of
wet burlap (whloh dripped lOO to 110 c.o» per min. at the
outlet before the test was started), one layer of dry burlap
and two layers of dry burlap were used« Before the burlap
vas spread on the surface« it vas first out into five seo^
tions so that the material surface (see Fl^, 19 for location
and area of aeotions}*
Fl^re 20 pelves the hydrogrf-phs resulting from the three
forms of roujrhened surface- The hyjirogrfipha of model A and
of the prototype were ^ilso plotted In this fl^re for ooia-
parlson.
The areas under the three curves are as follows t
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AREA OF SECTIONS
ROUGHENED
MODEL PROTOTYPE
I - 376 3Q.IN.
2- 503
3- 966
4- 928
5- 1005
12. I ACRES
16. 2
31.1
Z9.9
32.4
Fig* An Outline of the Vaterehed Model Shoving the
Five SeotioDB and Their Areas* (Area Measured
with PXanimeter)
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(a) Xb'hen one layer wet burlap waa uaod - 52.12 sq.ln.i (b)
one layer dry burlap - 50.10 eq.in., (o) tiro layers of HTf
burlap - 51.53 sq.ln. Theae areas are equivalent to a total
amount of runoff of ^-3^ In., ^.18 In., anil ^.29 In., re
spectively*
Table 18 gives the measurements of runoff from model 0
and their equivalent prototype runoff when only certain parts
of the aortar surface were covered by one layer of dry bur
lap* These parts were: (a) northern portion - sections 1«
2, and 3; (b) southern portion - sections k and 5l (c) dovn-
stream portion - sections 1 and $; (d) upstream portion -
sections 2, 3, and (see Flf^. 19 for location of sections).
figure 21 shows the hydro^raphs of the four kinds of
roughened surface. The model A and prototype hydrofjraphs
were alao included for coaparlson.
HydropT&T^s when certRln mechflnlcal practlcee are alwiilated
on model A
AlthouPTh model A was not yet the slKllltude counterpart
of the prototype watershed the teats were carried out to
Illustrate posolble applications of the model (true model).
Table 19 presents runoff measurements from model A and
their equivalent prototype runoff rates when there was no
runoff from each of the five sections. The area of theae
sections are as followsi section 1 - 376 sq.ln. (equivalent
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prototype area 12.1 aoree); section 2 - 503 aq.ln. (16,2
acres): section 3 - 966 sq.ln. (3XO aores); section 4 -
sq.ln. (29*9 acres); and section 5 •• l^OOS sq.ln-
(32.acres).
Flfrure 22 shovfl the hydrographs developed toy the flire
conditions. The model A hydrograph vas aIso plotted In
this figure for comparison.
The areas under the currea and equivalent amounts of
runoff are as follows:
For section 1 —• area 43.7^ sq.ln#
runoff 3*65 In.
For section 2 — area '♦0.30 sq.ln.
runoff 3-36 In.
For section 3 s.rea 35«22 sq.ln.
runoff 2.9^ In.
For section ^ — area 36*^5 sq.ln.
runoff 3
For section 5 ai^a 35-75 sQ.in.
runoff 2.95 In*
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DI3CrjL^3lON
Oomp&rieon of Model A an*'* Prototype
Difference in the magnitude of runoff
Model A h&d & mortar surface ao that practically all
of the simulated raindrops falling on It becacie runoff. In
the prototype waterahed, hovever, the surface runoff vafl much
reducod ov/ing to ralnfn.ll Intercentlon by the vegetation, de
pression storaj^e on the land surface. Infiltration, and to
other factors of minor isports-nce. Thus, It Is reasonable
to expect that the prediction runoff (that computed by the
prediction equation Q- n^m^) ahould be greater in nagnitude
than the natural runoff. 7he results of the tests for the
rainfalls of June 17, June 19, and September 1^ illustrated
by the pairs of hydro^rfipha in Fif^s. 16, 17, and 18 sub-
8t£.ntiate this statemont. The differences In the total
amounts of runoff are given In the flt^ures and in pages 6\
6k, and 69, v^'hlch are 1.55 in., 0.^31 in. c^nd 1.192 in. for
the three rainfalls, respectively.
Similarity of model A hydrogranh to prototype hydroftraph
As pointed out above, the first test vas carried out
for rainfall of June 17. After a careful con^arison of the
two ourves In Fig- 16, It 18 rery Interefltlnj^ to note that
tiielr (reneral shApes are rather Blmllar-* These results
siifCpreat the feasibility of the ooale-raodel raethofl In study
ing hy<lrologlc oharacterlKtlce of vaterahedn.
To detcrmlru; whether the 'similarity of the tv/o hyflro—
gr^i-pha was not a coincidence another test was made using
another rainfall, liavlng a different pattern. This rainfall
vas ^hat of June 19. The tvo ra-lnfalls occurjred, therefore,
when there ws the same kind of soli cover on the watershed.
It will be seen In Fig. 17 that the hydrograph of nodel A
obtained fron this second rainfall shoved also a close re
semblance In shape to that of the prototype hydrograph.
A third r^ilnfKil, that of lieptember l^v, was next used.
At this time, the watershed had altogether a different vegetal
cover. Althouf^Ji there was a l^.rge difference between the
areas below the two hydrograph curves, aa shown in Klg. 18,
the same trend In the rise or fall of the runoff rates was
manifested as In the other two rainfalls.
It le Interesting to note that In the three figures,
the ratios of areas under the three pairs of curves of the
prototype and model A hydroprrr-pha differed froo each other.
In Flff. 16, the ratio Is 0.65; In Fl^^-. 17, 0.60; and in
fvo preliminary tests of five runa ea<^ a^?lde from the
test reported In Table 13 had been made. They produced vea^y
similar hydrofjT'^.phs to that of Fig. 16» OrlR^inal data of
these t63tf3 are on file In the Uep^-rtment of /fcrlcultural
Knglneerlng.
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and In FIr. 18, 0.20.* Slnoe the areas under the curves
are measures of the amount of runoff,** these ratios also
represent the ratios of runoff from the prototype watershed
to model A*
Vlauall7.1nf^ now the natural watershed as having no
Infiltration and no surface Btor&p:e (as In model A) the
above ratios raay be Interpreted as Indicating greatest pro
portion of runoff occurring on June 17 (^5 percent), slightly
less on June 19 (6o percent), and leaat on September 1^ (20
percent).*** These values are rouRhly checked by the per
centages of runoff to rainfall, which are 62 percent, 57
percent, and 19 percent, respectively. Conversely, as shown
In Table 16, the percentage of water detained In the water
shed was least on June 17 (35 percent), raore on June 19
percent) and largest on September l^i- (8o percent). These
differences in the percentagje of water detention may be ex
plained by diaslmllarltlea in rainfall and watershed condi
tions that existed during those periods. These oonrtltlons
are suramarlKSd In Table 16.
Comparing the percentages of water detention when the
vegetal cover was the sarae, that of June 17 was slightly
lower than that of June 19# in spite of the fact that condi-
'computed frora data In Figs. 16, 17» ?^nd 18:
3U.W* 53-12 = 0.65: 19-69 ♦ 32.61 « 0.60; 8.95 ♦ ii'^ -70» 0.20.
•*3ee computations on pp. 61, 6^, 69-
***Coraputed from data in Figs. 16, 17> ®-nd 18:
2.87 ^ ^"^2 « 65^: 0.656 ♦ 1.087 - 60^; 0.298 * 1.^9 = 20>.
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T»bl# 16. Co^rlion of RRlnfall and Wattrahtd Condition
During the Three Period* of RAlnfftll
SHiln. relnfell
lateneitT*
Anteoedent
•oleture
(No aotuAl Beaeure-
Bentenade)
June 17 June 19
1.52 to 5.10 In./hr. 1.19 to 2.45
for 65 •in. for 15 Bin. * yo ®ln.
later 1.06 to 1.7^
In./hr. for 15 "In.
(Low)
Rainfall before:®
June 2 - l.'*^ In.
June 0 - 0.72 In.
June 16 - 0.2^* In.
June 17 • 5'6 in.(total)
(High)
(Hlgh)^
Balnfall before
June 2 - 1.^ In.
June 8 - 0.72 In.
June 16 - 0.24 In.
(Low)
0.65
(High)
0.35
(Low)
SepCeaber l^*
1.5U to 2.70 In./hr.
for 35 ®ln.
(Lov to aedlua)
Ralnfell before:®
Aug. 20 - 1.63 in>
3ept. 11 - 1.75 in-
Sept. 13 - 1.26 In.
(Medlua to hi^)
0.72
(Medlua to high)
AT. water retained,
IB. per hp.®
(Moetly Infiltration
oapaolty)
Vegetal ooTer* Corn In of area planted on about Kay 10;
Gate In 25,^ of area planted on about April 15»
Meadow In of area.
(Light growth'; eoll not well oorered)
Peroentage of f
runoff to rainfall*
Percentage of water
detention in the
waterehetf
62
35
57
M>
(Dense grovth; eoU
fully ooTered)
19
80
^rroB Tablee 9i 10. end 11.
^e worde high, low, and aedlua are used to Indicate a relatire conparlaon.
®Data furnlBhed by the Department of Agricultural Engineering.
^Computed from rige. 16. 17, and 18: 1.55 ♦ 0.^31 ♦ - 0-35;
1-W2 ♦ ^ - 0.72.
•from p.19.
'o<»iwt.d froB d.ta in riga. 16. 17. and 18: 2.67 ♦ t.62 - 62*: 0.656 ♦ 1.15 - 57*:
0.298 ♦ 1.5^ - I9i'
80oin>ut.d from data In Fig.. 16. 17. and 18: 1.55 ♦ - 35*: O.UJl . 1.007 - WiS
1.192 ♦ 1.^*90 - 80^.
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tlons Involvlnf^ antecedent soil moisture and Infiltration
capacity were both favorable for R^^eater water absorritlon
during: the first period, as shown by the value of 0.85 In.
per hr. for the June 17 r6.lnfs.ll as against 0.35 per hr.
for the June 19 rainfall. This was becituse the rainfall of
the first period was very intense and of lonf^er duration, so
that the proportion of runoff dereloped becsame relatively
high. These values point out a danger in oomparing runoff
data on the basis of rate of water detention alone.
Comparing the percentages of water detention *^en the
density of vegetal cover was not the sarae^ that of September
1^ was decidedly much hiprher than either of June 17 or June
19. Comparing only to that of June 19 (because the per
centage of June 19 was higher than that of June 17)i the per
centage of water detention of September 1^ was double. This
means that there was a lower percentage of runoff on September
li+, in spite of the fact that the rainfall on this date was
more Intense and of longer duration. This was because* ae
sumraarized in Table 16, the vegetation had a dense growth
whicii provided a cushion effect to the beating of the rain
drops and slowed down surface flow thus giving more chances
for the water to percolate through the pemeable profile. In
addition the heavy growth was an important factor in raising
the infiltx^tion capacity of the soil (and this was partly
indicated by the relatively his^ value of 0.72 in. per hr.
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obti^lned Tron Fig, 18) ftnd in lowering 80il*iB0l6ture con
tent. Moreover* judging from the amount of r&in that vere
recorded before the two re-infalls, it ia loj^ioal to expect
that the anteeedent ttolsture before the rainf&ll of September
1^ wae lower thnn that before the rp-lnfp-ll of June 19- All
the above factors oonLributed in inoreasing water absorption
and ultimately in lowering surfaoe runoff flurinpr the rainfall
of i*eptefflber 1^.
It is thus clear t^iat the three sets of hydrofjraphs
were developed under different rainfall and watershed condi*
tiona. The reaults obtained, therefore, strongly indicate
the possibility of the use of the soale-nodel method In making
hydrolopric studies of watersheds. The writer, however,
recoiraends that further studies be raade with other watersheds
using various rainfall patterns.
Roughening the Burfaoe of Model A
In ox^ler that the final otructure may be useful In
predicting? effects of cultural oractioes in the natural
watershed, it ia important that the surfaoe of model A be
properly rou^ened ao that the structure becomes an adequate
model of the prototype watershed. It will be recalled that
the prediction equation ti ** n^nOi^ would only be true if the
distortions developed In the desifrn of the model involving
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the five v&terahed VRriablee (Infiltration, surface roughnoflo,
eleTRtlon, vlBcoaity, surface teanlon) hafl been properly
oonpeneated for by roughening the surface.
Upon oomparlaon of th© model A and prototype hy<^rogi*aph8
In Flg». 16, 17, and 18, two main dlfferenoae arc noted.
(a) The area under th© model A-hydrograph curve was always
l&rger th n that under the prototype curve; and» corollary
to this difference, the accretion Qlde In th© model A hydro-
prraph started earlier th^-n that In the prototyi)e hydrograph.
(b) Althoui-h the general trend of the two curves was the B&me,
the differenoea in runoff rates between corresponding points
were variable; and, corollary to these differences, the cor
responding points did not ooour at the same time in the two
curves.
The above differences definitely point out that roughen
ing the surface of the mortar-surface structure was needed*
RoufiaxenlntT the flurfaoe to rewovff exoeas vg.ter
It Is T>olnted out above that the area under the model
A«-hydro(?raDh curve was always larger th'-n that under the
prototype curve; hence, model A produced more ininoff ti^ian
what the adequate model should develop.
It will also be seen In Fig- 16 that the accretion side
of the model A hydrograph started about 9 mln. earlier than
that of the prototype hydrograph, whl<A means that on model
A the runoff started to flov; out 25*5 ftvo. earlier th&n It
should«
The above facts point out that the surfaclrif- naterlal
shoulfT be Buch as to satisfy the Initial detention &.nd alao
remove the excess water. The use of burl?ip p&rtly satisfied
the above requli^ments. It will be seen in Kig. 20 thtt the
burlap (one layer dry or vet, or two li^yers dry) wa« able to
delay the flow at the outlet by only 3 to 5 »ln. (or 8.5 to
1^.2 sec. in model B) out of the 9 nln* between noc^el A and
prototype. This la ole&rly anovn by the shift of the aoore-
tion aide of the model B-liydrograpti ourres towards the right,
nearer to the prototype curve. Furthermore, the burlap oould
not retain muoh water; this was Indloated by Uie slight
otiange in tne areas under the curves (Fig* 20} and by the
reoesslon side of the curve aovlnp; even farther from that of
the prototype curve.
The nost effective of the three applications, one layer
of dry burlap, was able to reduce the amount nf runoff by
15*5 percent. Two layers of dry burlap reduced the runoff
by only 8.4 percent and one layer wet» by 5*2 percent.* la
the case of the two^l&yer application, the lower layer was
found not to be very wet. This shows that there was not
natch ch&nee for the water to soak in, which may in part be
attributed to the steepness of the slope in nodel A, the
predominatln^r elope being 15 to 16.8 perccnt (equivalent to
*(5omputed frora data In FIp:. 20* (^*.^2 - ii-.18) +
- 2.87) « 0.13 ♦ 1-55 « 8.iv^; 0.f)8 4- 1.55 - 5.2^
fabli IT.
1?, Wl»
lA]r«r of Vot ittrlAp, Oao lAjrer of Dry Burlap,
Two Ugporo of Dry Burlap oa Hedol A*
Dis«ham frea tht «ad CqalTaltat Dltfltew
the Prototype for th« teinfall of Jw with Om
TIm In Vat burla* - Dnr burlaa - 1 Urer Drr burlaa - 2 larere
prototype
mia. o.o.^.l eee. ia.^r* o.o.^.l eee.
\
lA./hr. 0.0.^.1 eee. ia./hr*
<: 40-42.5 11 0.03 0 0 0 0
32 0.08 0 0 0 0
*5-*T-5 Jk 0.18 V 0.18 40 0.10
W 0.71 283 0.71 189 0.47
50-52.5 7W 1.85 1.76 559 1.38
llkO 2.82 2.U 911 2.26
55-57.5 X^3 1494 3.70 1286 3.19
1805
1908
1676 4.15 1557 5.86
7:00-02.5 4.73 1826 4.52 1775
17^
4.40
1921 4.76 i79e 4.45 4.32
05-07.5 1926 4.77 1756 4.35 1777 4.40
1605 3.98 1659 4.11 1689 4.18
10-12.5
IW
3.84
3.71 11?,
3.46 1514
1535
3.75
3.80
15-17.5 1598 3.96 1525 1619 4.01
1504 3.73 1^5 3.48 1454 3.60
20-22.5 1531 3.79 1386 3.43 1540 3.82
1^ 5.71 1492 3.70 1631 4.04
25-27.5 1684 4.17 1% 4.01 1713 4.241612 3.99 3.93 1723 4.27
30-32.5 1642 4.07 1655 4.10 1650 4.09
1426 3.53 1407 3.49 1461 3.62
35-37.5 1110 2.80 U45 2.84 1224 3.03
9^ 2.33 969 2.40 1071 2.65
%0-42.5 931 2.31 968 2.40 973 2.41
832 2.06 804 1.99 912 2.26
»5-«7.5 800 1.98 799 1.98 879 2.18
765 1.90 721 1.79 819 2.03
50-52.5 679 1.68 664 1.64 714 1.77
614 1.52 598 1.48 674 1.67
55-57.5 601 1.49 592 1.47 616 1.53
653 1.62 1.57 692 1.71
8x00-02.5 668 1.65 66 1.59 667 1.65
«31 1.56 650 1.61 683 1.69
05-07.5 1.45 573 1.42 636 1.58
1.25 502 1.24
m
1.30
10-12.5 470 1.16 Uk 1.10 1.19
325 0.81 358 0.89 403 1.00
15-17.5 309 0.77 0.75 330 0.82
284 0.70 0.62 291 0.72
20-22.5 269 0.67 IS 0.63
261 0.65
270 0.67 0.60 257 0.64
25-27.5 269 0.67 244 0.60 269 0.67
232 0.57 2X7 0.54 222 0.55
30-32.5 239 0.59 230 0.57 215 0.53
^Dieohum from the sodel in Tablet 16*19 i« arer*^* of 2 Boaeureaeati.
Original data are oa file in the Departseat of Agrioultxiral Bngiaeering.
biModel' •earf' -aodel B in the aanueoript.
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MODEL HYDROGRAPH
MH
PROTOTYPE HYDROGRAPH
PH
I LAYER WET BURLAP-A
I LAYER DRY BURLAP-B
2 LAYERS DRY BURLAP-C
FROM 6'40 TO 8-30
AREA UNDER CURVE DEPTH OF RUNOFF
SO. IN.
MH- 53.12
A- 52.12
B" 50.10
C« 51.53
PH- 34.44
IN.
4.42
4.34
4.18
4.29
2.87
64045 50 55 TOO 05 IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 800G5
TIME, P.M.
15 20 25 30 35
Flp-. 20. n«noff RydropqpRrho for the Ralnfa.il of 17i
1951 vlth One Layer of wet Burlap, One I^yor
of T>xy Rtirlftp, T*iO I^^yei'a of T>ry Burlar#
(Area urrler Onrve Weaeurod vlt;h T^laninoter)
the prototype slope of 8 to 10 percent). The result 1» Inter
esting to note because it indlc&tes th^-t the vortloe.l-8oale
distortion of the aodel be a factor in the choice of the
rouKnening iaE:teriai. Since the affect of this ftdeitlonal use
of burlf^p gave «• negative effect, its further use vas aban
doned. Tlie difference in vater absorbed between the differ
ent fi.ppllce.tions Right be due ^iRO in part to dissimilarity
in surface treatment of the mater5-al.
The above test points out thp,t becauoo of the l&rjre o*-
ceea of water (35 percent) from moael A over the prototype
watershed, its removal o&nnot be aocompliehed by a simple
roughening with the use of burlap. Rour^ening the surface,
aa originally proposed as a means of cocipenaating for the
distortions developed in the design of the model« ahould
mean, therefore, modification of the surfacing material (*mich
includes roughening the aurface Itself). The process may in
volve the use of a surfacing material, other th?^n burlap,
that can absorb the excess water; or it may even Involve
ctianging the mortar Burface &o as to allov; writer to percolate
throu^ the profile.
ATPnlyi!|g rouff^hness on selected areas
It is pointed out above that differences in runoff rates
between co**respon^lng points in the hydrofcraph curves of
model A and the prototype watershed were variable and that
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these pointe did not ooour at the B&ne time. One explanation
that may be cited for this varlsblllty la the f&ct that while
model A had unlfora surface roughness (and no percolation),
the roup^inoas In the field (Inoludlnf? Infiltration) Is not
by any means uniform throughout the area. Also, because of
this dissimilarity the time of concentration for eTery major
peak In the prototype cannot correspond to that for the aame
peak In model A, This explains wliy corresponding points In
the two curves do not occur at the o&me time*
In effort to learn which parts of model A needed
more roughenlnn, burlap was spread alternfe-tely In the fire
seetlons of model A as shovn In Flp;. 19* t/hlle present re
sults (shov/n In Table 18 and Fig. 21) cannot show definitely
how partial roughening quantitatively affects the curve,
there is a good Indication that shifting of peaks to the
rlp^it or left can be accomplished by this method.
The v/rlter has not gone beyond this stage In the veri
fication test; he, therefore, recommends more studies on
nodifylniir the surfacing material of the nortar-aurfaced
atructure to produce an adequate model.
At the present stage of the work, the writer recognizes
certain limitations, both in the method and Instrumentation.
Based on certain results and observations, both in the
T»bt« llfi. DUoharB* trm tt»"ltod*l"tnd £qulvtl«ni OL«ctitrr* froa ih» ^otnKnim fnr fn* "'•lAfall
of J«M ITj 19S1> vlth On* lA/*T of IT/ ^Up in C*ruin ParU nT vo4»l A*
TIm iB RertiMm portion Soulbcm portion DnvmifMa portion l*p*tr**B portion
proiotom Q % <4 k
•ia* e.fl.A*! ia./hr« e.c./7.1 •*«. lA./hr. e.e./7.1 in./hr. e.e./7.1 MC. in./tir.
6tliO-U.S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.06
61 0.20 100 0.25 66 0.17 I11> 0.23
0.60 ?72 0.47 305 0.76 227 0.56
659 1.63 712 U76 761 1.S9 551 1.36
9>-62.5 1066 2.6ii 105b 2.41 1176 2.91 -IJ 2.09
UiOe 3.tt7 136b 3.39 IbSO 3.59 1195 2.96
SS-ST.S 1727 U.26 \m b.l8 1719 U,2i 156^ 3.?e
I9li5 b.62 1A08 b.bd 1327 b.53 1709 b.23
7ia>-(».5 1926 li.77 1920 b.76 1993 lj.9b 1317 1.50
I8ti7 li.56 20tf 5.06 1979 b.90 1813 b.57
(«-or.5 1983 b.91 1760 b.36 1773 b.39 1735 b.30
1578 3.91 1662 b.l7 1562 3.37 lb69 3.6b
1042.5 15b2 3.82 151S 3.76 lb80 3.67 1560 3.66
1616 li.OO 156b 3.87 1656 b.io ibia 3.76
15-17.5 1677 b.l5 17» 102 1562 3.92 U7b 3.65
1552 3.8b 1506 3.73 lb76 3.66 lb53 3.60
2o-n.5 1W2 3.70 lb96 3.71 Ui63 3.67 lii92 3.70
1579 3.91 1716 b.26 1617 b.Ol 1530 3.93
*5-27.5 1736 b.30 ITlb b.25 1706 b.23 165b b.io
1691 b.l9 L610 3.99 1729 b.26 1617 b.Ol
30-32.5 1729 b.28 ITWi b.25 1630 b.a 1635 b.os
35-37.5
131iB 3.33 lb56 3.61 U15 3.26 023 3.28
mi 2.75 11S2 2.93 1031 2.55 1068 2.65
It0-t«.5
9ti9 2.35 926 2.29 879 2.18 952 2.36
920 2.28 962 2.38 907 2.25 e8b 2.19
870 2.16 8bO 2.06 818 2.03 H6A 2«15
tiS-li7.5 631i 2.07 8b6 2.10 80b 1.99 799 1.96
7U 1.8b 758 1.88 655 1.62 718 1.78
50-52.5 655 1.62 6bO 1.59 620 1.5b 6b0 1.59
606 1.50 620 1.5b 598 l.bS j96 l.b6
55-57.5 606 1.50 606 1.51 59b l.b7 SC2 l.bb
659 1.63 670 1.66 6b3 1.59 567 i.bo
eioo-oe.5 6b5 1.60 706 1.75 666 1.65 692 1.71
669 1.66 578 1.U3 576 l.b3 60b 1.50
05-07.5 568 l.bl 566 l.bO Sb5 105 5b6 1.35
b86 1.20 b60 1.1b bb9 1.11 b70 1.16
10-12.5 109 1.0b b26 1.06 371 o.9e 391 0.97
335 0.33 31b 0.78 327 0.81 331 0.82
15-17.5 251 0.62 360 0.6b 235 0.53 2b7 0.61
239 0.59 238 0.59 218 0.5b 2)6 0.58
20-27.5 236 0.58 218 0.5b 211 0.52 226 0.56
25-27.5
<28 0.56 232 0.57 222 0.55 218 O.Sb
227 0.56 220 0.55 210 0.52 223 0.55
30-32.5
207 0.51 216 0.5b 20b 0.51 199 0.b9
215 0.53 210 0.52 206 0.51 2(0. 0.50
*llod*l" tMHUw Bodtl C in th* Mnuteript.
MODEL
HYOROGRAPHf l.|
MH
PROTOTYPE
HYDR06RAPH
PH
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I NORTHERN PORTION
Z SOUTHERN PORTION
3 DOWNSTREAM PORTION
4 UPSTREAM PORTION
640 45 50 55 100 05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 8-00 05 10 15 20 25 30 35
TIME , P.M.
21. Runoff for the Kfilnf^ll of Juno 17,
1951 with One Layep of Dry Burl&n In Certain
Portions of the Model A.
Iftboratory end In the field, the follovlng llmit&tlone and
fiUKg«fltiona for irapj^oveiaent are here presented!
Im Inasmuch aa the vorlftcsatlon nothod usee the hydro-
graj^ aa the basla In the modification for roupjhness, the
hydrograph d®v«lope<i for the prototype v&tershed must
reason&bly accurate* In the preparation of th© hydrograph
by MlnsimlX^s method (2^), error can e^.slly creep in In two
ways: (a) determination of aooui^te pondf.ge area of the
detention reaervolr, f^nd (b) graphical determination of tlie
"rate of oiuing® in stage,**
2» In the case of the development of the laodel hydro-
gz^ph, while the present method of obtaining runoff is fairly
aatlsfaotoryI laiproYement may be Introduced In two ways:
(a) automatic collection of the runoff, and (b) more preclae
method of adjustlnf?: the pressure heads In the standplpe
and posGlbly s-utomatlo adjustment of pressure heads.
3. It is very desirable that both model- f^nd prototype-
hyflrograph curves should have tne same nuraber of plotted
points, occurring at nearly the sji-na tlnp. In thla connec
tion an adjustable f^utomatlo runoff collector to be used
vlth the model will be a valuable addition. The v/rlter has
In alnd a horizontal, circular turntable with an adjuatabla
angular velocity ao that runoff may be collected at any de
sired Interval of time*
The rainfall elnulator no^s In use oould furnish only
•68-
unlfom Inteiisity taroughout the &raa of the model. Con*'
aequontX7f In aodela of larg® vrateraheds where rainfall in-
t^nalty may not be itniform tnrou^out the area, the Blnm-
lator oanaot be u»ed. A modifiofttion of thle device for such
requirsifflent needs furUier oonsider&tion*
Possible Uses of the Model
At the present stage of development, the etrwcture can
not be used for hydrolotrio atutlies. Hovever, testa were
carried out to demonstrate certain applications of the morlel
method, Rnd to learn probable problems for future studies
vhea the adequ&te model is finally obtf^ined.
SimilatioB of cultural practices
Soil-coneejrvation practices «&y be classified as either
mechanlOAl or vef^etatlve. The use of terraces is one of the
raocJ'ifi.nic^.l measures And the absorption-tyi^e (level) terraces
were siiaulated in model A»
The results (Table 19 and Fif^. 22) showed the greatest
reduction of runoff, both in maprnitude (by 33 percent)'' and
in rate (from 5*1^^ to 3»25 in. per hr.) when the terraces
Oomouted from data in Fi,^. 22: (^*-.'+2 - 2*9^)
4> 'v. 42 a 33;^.
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MODEL HYDROORAPH
SECTION I
SECTION Z
SECTION 3
SECTION 4
SECTION 9
6-40 TO $ 30
AREA UNDER DEPTH OF
CURVE
SQ. tN
1 • 43.74
2 • 4-0.30
3 • 39.27
4 • 3e-4S
5 - 39.79
RUNOFF
t N.
3.69
3 36
5,43
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 S'-OOOS 10
TIME . P. M
20 25 3030
riR. 22. Runoff Hydrographa for the Rainfall of Jtine 17,
1951 when There Is Ho Runoff In Certain Sections
of Model A. (Area under Curve Meaeured with
Planlmeter)
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were a,ppH©d in aootlon 3« The area of this eeotlon repre
sents atoout on© fourth of ths-t of the total area of the
watershed. On the basis of three assumptions - (a) that
excess runoff between model A r^nd the potential adequate model
will be principally due to the absence of Infiltration In
the first structure, (b) that infiltration is independent of
area, and (c) that application of level terraces is a
virtual change of the area of the watershed —, then the effect
of these terxmoes as observed on model A may be interpreted
afi the actual percentage reduction of jrunoff th&t may be
anticipated in the adequate model; and consequently, it 1b
the reduction that may be predicted In the prototype water
shed. However, Inasmuch as it la not known how time Is the
first assumption, the result obtained from model A may be
only talten as a stronf^ inalcation of the probable percentage
reduction of the magnitude of runoff.
The effect of the drainage-type terraces (graded) is
eomplex in nature; the terraces have the function of dividing
the large drainage basin into smaller catchment areas, of
slowing down the flow of the runoff along the terrace channel,
and at the same time of permitting the water to percolate
into the soil. While this type of terrace is easy to con
struct in any model, the ad(Htlonal variables of terrace
grade and reduction of flow alonf?: the terrace channel com
plicate the analysis. Ch-'ing to limitation of time this study
was not attempted.
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In the case of the yeget&tive meaeurea, the effect on
the runoff le also complex In n&ture- They do not only re
tard the flow of the runoff but fi-lso airt In the percolation
Of water into the soil. Thus, like the dr&ln&ge-type ter
races, their alHUl&tlon should only be made on the adequate
model- However, Rnother problem preeenta itself and this
is how to simulate vegetation In the adequate model.
The writer, therefore, also rocommenda the latter sub
ject for study after the adequate model has been obtained.
Other uses of the model
There are Intereoting results rever.led in Fif^s. 16, 17,
and 18, as well as In Fig. 22. The hydrographs in the first
three figures, it will be recalled, were developed under
very dletinctly different patterns of rainfall. For pur-
poees of comparison, the hydrof^u>hs are plotted in one
figure; the r&lnf ai-lntensity curves are Mao plotted in
the same figure (Fig. It will be noted that the sliape
of the hydrograph has a close similJirity to that of the
rainfall-intensity curve.
In Fig. 22, as previously noted, the hydrogrr^pha were
developed when runoff was excluded from cei^ain sections of
model A. This exclusion of the runoff was equivalent to
chanKin^; the size and shape of the watershed. The main
effect of reducing the elae of the watershed was the reduo-
•1 - JUNE 17
0- JUNE 17
t-JUNE 19
I- SEPT. 14 ,
JUNE 19
A / Vx
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/Q-SEPT.,
/ 14
RAINFALL INTENSITY ( I"JUNE 17)
RUNOFF ( Q - JUNE 17 )
O -0_ RAINFALL INTENSITY ( I "JUNE 19)
RUNOFF (Q - JUNE t9 )
O. -o— RAINFALL INTENSITY (l-SEPT.I«)
RUNOFF (Q-SEPT. 14)
10 20 30 40 50 60 70
TIME , MINUTES
23. Comparison of the Rp-lnfftll-Intenalty o'unre®
the Runoff HydroprRi'liB for tho R#iinf«ll0 of
.Tune 17, JTinft 19, r»epte?^r 1^, 1951*
tion of the runoff magnitude (or reduction of the area tinder
the hydrograph oux^e). Oert&ln In the shape of eabh
of the five hydrographs were manifested but their general
shape wae etlll similar to that of the original curve-
The observed shifts la the shape of eaci^i of the five
hydrographa In Fig. 22 were the combined effect of the
alteration in the alae and shape of the watershed. In these
testa, It was difficult to ascertain the effect of else alone
since the shfvpe was al3o altered at the sane time* However»
the ao&ll effect of aiiape may be seen separately In the
hydrographB marked sections3 and k In the flpwre. The areas
of the two sections were about the same, 9^6 sq. In. {pro-
totype 31«3 acres) and 920 sq. In. (prototype 29*9 acres).
The above eoBparlsons show thp-t s^moni^ the three factors^
the rainfall pattern appears to be the ciajor factor that
determines the shape of the hydrograph. These results sug-
f^est an Important use of the adequate aodel In Bialclng crit
ical hydroloprlc studies, Involving the effect of the various
watershed ctiaracterlstlca (else, ahar>e, topo^raiAy, drainage
net) on the surface runoff under different storms. In the
laboratory It Is easy to control these variables v^hereas In
the field they are difficult to cf>ntrol.
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CONCUmiONS
From the Investlf^atlon of thla atudy the follovinp:
statements nay be made:
1. In the dsTelopment of a vatsrshed model there ar«
12 pertinent varlablea involved, namely, (a) runoff,
(b) ralnffai intensity, (o) time, (d) length, (e) width,
(f) elevation, (g) rou^rhneeB, (h) infiltration capacity,
(1) density of runoff, (J) vlBcoBity, (k) Burf&ce tension,
and (1) gravity.
2. Nine 1^1 tema can be developed- One Pi terra con
tains the dependent variable of runoff. The other Pi terns
contain the independent variables which consist of the rain
fall and watershed oharacteristlca.
3. Four design conditions involving the Pi terms con-
talnlns: the variables of rainfall Intensity, geometric
quantities (length, width, and helpht), and time can easily
be satisfied In the model.
k. Four other design conditions Involving the I'i terms
containing the variables of surface roughness. Infiltration
capacity, viscosity, and surface tension cannot be easily
satisfied singly in the model.
5. 3ix distortions are developed: one In the simula
tion of rainfall ft.nd five in the desiprn of the watershed model.
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6. The relation of the distortion f&otor developed In
the simulation of rainfall to the prediction factor can be
solved analytically.
7» The relation of the five rllntortlon factors de
veloped In tlie design of the model ('..'hlch are Oi , , X~ $
and 0 duo to dlatortlone, respectively, In the vertical
aoalet Infiltration capaolty, Reynolds Kumber^ \^eber Numberi
and Burfaoe rou^hnesa) to the prediction factor cannot be
determined singly* Their combined effects, however. can be
coBpensated for experimentally by roujE^hneas to make the
prediction factor a unity.
8. After exrjerlmentally compensating for all the dis
tortions developed In the deslp:n of the model (knov/n aleo as
verification test), the prediction equation Is, therefore,
(i, -
where Q. « px^dlotlon runoff, n » horizontal scale, m m ratio
of prototype rainfall intensity to simulated rainfall In
tensity, and ^ «• model runoff.
9* The scale model can be constructed from a contour
map of the watershed.
10. A rainfall simulator can be constructed in the
laboratory that c«in develop Instantaneous chf.nges of rainfall
intensity from 1.27 to 15*95 In. per hr.
11. A very close similarity In the trend of the rise or
fall of the runoff rates in the hydrograph was obtained froB
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the mortar-n\irf&ced "model** and prototype. The results
•trongly indicate the possibility of the uae of the soale-
aodel method in making hydrologlo studies of wRtersheds.
12. There is raore surface runoff (prototype equlve-lont)
developed from the raortar-surfaoed "model" than fTOia the
prototype vatershed.
13. Rouphenine^ the surface to compensate for the die-
tortlono developed in the deal-T^n of the model Involving the
five wRtershed variahlGs^ enumerated In Mo. ?• should mean
not merely roup;hening but raodifyinf^ the surfaolnK material
(which includes rouf^ieninf^ the surface itself) so that the
exoesB runoff may he absorbed, or percolated throufa;h the
profile.
li». Burlap as a rou^ening material to remove the
excess runoff is inadequately effective under the conditions
it was used*
15, The raortar-surfaced "model** may be used to Indicate
roughly the effect of absorption-type tangoes on the runoff
hydrograph. The runoff rate was lowered from 5*1^ to 3-25
in. per hr. and the runoff magnitude was reduced by 33 per
cent when this type of terraeee was simulated in one fourth
of the total area of the watershed. For raakins studies of
the effects of other neohanioal measures as well as vegeta
tive measurest the adequate model should be used.
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BUMi4AHY
The purpoae of this Investigation Is to determine the
feasibility of fltudylng the effects of cultural pr&etioee
on the reduction of runoff mapirtitude and rate in a watershed
with the UBe of a aoale model. If this Method is feasible
much time ami expense osn be saved in deterninlng and pre-
dloting the quantitative effects of knovn soil-conservation
laeasures on the floorl-pro'iucln?: pover of different stomna-
A scale model of a known waterahed vas developed. The
upper portion of Nepper w&terched, with t^.n area of 129-0
aores, was c^iosen as the prototype watershed beeauee records
were available of several rainfalls together with measuz^
aents of runoff from the entire watershed.
The model was constructed vltli the use of plaster boards,
4 ft. by 8 ft, by t ln» A topogr«.ph.lo map of the vmtershed
on a scale of 1:3,600 was used as the basis of the oonstnio-
tion of the model. It was found convenient to construct the
model with a horizontal soale of 1:^>50 R^nd a vertloR.1 scale
of 1J2^.
In the development of the model, 12 xninoff, rainfall,
and watershed properties were oonaidered, namely, (a) rate
of runoff, (b) rainfall intensity, (c) time of flow, (d)
lenfrth of watershed, (e) width, (f) helRlit or elevation.
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(#3f) roui^inesfl of surf&av Inoludln^j realetftnoe of Tegetation
to surface flow, (h) Infiltration oRpiicity of the soil, (1)
donaity of runoffj (J) vlsooHlty of nmoff, (k) surface
tension of runoff, and (1) force of ftr&vlty. By the nrln-
oiplea of similitude, ol^ht deslrn oquationa f^nd a predic
tion equation were developed. The deslftn conditions con--
talnlng rRlnf-v-ll inte-ifiity, time, lenf^th, utdth, r.nd eleva
tion were e^^-slly satisfied in the l&boratory. The other
design oondltions, containing rousj^iness (r), Infiltration
o&pacity (1), density rlaoonlty (/4. oux^aoa tension
icT"), and j^avity (g), could not be evaluated «.nd satisfied
s.'ngly in the model* 31x distortion^ were produced in the
^evelopnont of the model. The effect of the distortion
pi^oduced by r^^lnfall Inteniilty on the prediction runoff was
Anolyuically solved. On the other hand, tho effect of the
distortions produced by the vertloj^.1 scale, r, ,
(T f and g on the prediction runoff coul(^ not be evaluated,
so an attempt was inade to conpensate for their conbined
effect in the aodel by adjusting roughness.
A rainff^ll simulator for producln^^ a rftinf6.ll pattern
einilar to that wnloh occurred in the field was deslp^ned
and constructed. The device coneieted of a tank 6 ft- by
8 ft. by 2 in. with 6.17 ralnf^^ll Jets at the bottom side of
the t€.nX c.nd a gls-ss standplpe located at the end oppoaite
the entrance of water. The simulator was capable of pro-
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duolng IntenBlties from 1.2? to 15*95 In. v^r hr. de^endlne
on th© pleasure head, fx*on 1.0 to 3^ et&ndplpe.
Rapid ohanges of Inteniiltles oould b* made In this d®Tlo«.
Three rRlnfallfl, havlnj? different Intenaltlea and f&lling
on different ooil cover, were selected. The first two rattt-
falls he-d different intensities f^nd the watershed had the
same ve£;etfr.l cover. The second e.m3 third rf.lnfalls had
praotioally the eane IntenBitiea but the ve^^etal cover of
the watershed varied.
Heasureaents of runoff from the watershed vere made
with a water-stage recorder in the detention reservoir. The
hydrographa of Che three ralnfs^lls were then prepared.
The three rainfalls were simulated in the laboratory,
and the runoff from the mortRr-surfaoed"niodel" was collected
every 7.1 sec., v/hich, aooording to the time ao£.le, was
the equivalent of 2.5 nin. The"model" runoff was then con
verted into prototype runoff aooording to the prediction
equation ^ • n^nOg* where ^ « prediction runoff, « model
runoff, n m horizontal scale, and m «• ratio of prototype
intensity to sinulator intensity. The hydrographs were then
plotted and compared to those obtained from the prototype
w&terehod.
It was found that there was a close similarity between
the two hydrographs in cach of the three rainff-lls. These
reaulta strongly indicated the possibility of ualnfr the
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BOftle-mortnl method In mfOclnr hy^lroloflc atnrtlen of waterBheds,
The equlvrtl0nt-prototy7>e runoff from the nortar-flurfaced
atruoturo was greater In mp^nltude f.nd rp,te than those of the
prototype runoff* In order to develop this stnicturc into
an adequate model, Inirlap was used as a roufrhenlnF^ raatorlal
and waa found Inadeouately effective. This preliminary trial
showed that wuf^eninp; eihould indioate not merely roughening
the surface but also fihould include a mer-ns of absorbing and/
or percolating the excess runoff throu^^ the roxirJbenin^t
material iteelf.
The vriter Btronftly reoommends the oontinu?;noe of this
worlt in order to obtain the adequate model, anf? not until
ouch model is developed can the otmoture be useful for de
termining and pz*ediotlng quantitatively the effects of ciil-
tural praotioea on the flood runoff, Some teets were run,
however, on the nortar-surfaoed stnioture simulating the ab-
aor*itIon-type terraces. The rennlts nay be taken rouptily
indlcatlnr the effect of the terraoes on the runoff rao.p:ni-
tude p.nd rate- In tiie oaae of the drRinare-tyne terr».oefl
f.nd vegetative measures, since their effect on the tinrface
runoff la complex in n-'^ture, no runs were np-.de on the nort^.r-
Burfaoed etruoture* Their application ehoul^J be done only
on the adequate model*
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Appendix A 
....::4- = 
Il2 
1)7- l 
( LT- 1 } L2 = (no d11uene 1on) 
It = 
1 
l 
-t2 = .~ 
(LT- l )T 
L = (no d1mens 1on) 
L ( no d1mcna1on) 
(LT-2)T2 = 
b L (no dimension) r =r; = 
h L (no d1mons1on) r =r = 
1 ur- 1 y i= --y = (no dimension) vr-
2 f'_L = (llL- J )L2 
µt (uL-lT- l)T = (no dimension) 
f21J 
2 
(ML -J )1) 
O' t 2 ( trr- 2 ) T2 = (no cU1nene1on ) 
r = (no di mension ) 
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Appendix B
Sn«Sij^ „ or Ci « (-i) (r^)
IP Imlffl ^ ®
But length aoale ^ * n- ^2)
Substituting (2) In —^=-^f
the time so&le ^ • ]/ n . O)
*ia
It
Substituting (2) Rnd (3) .. * •% »
J-n
the intensity scale ^ » nr. w
Substituting (2) and Ik) In (1), the pre
diction equation, with no dlatortlon, beooraeo:
ti - n5/2 Q^.
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Appendix C
ti « OU.
t4<-V) - CIA{-^). (2)l3 l3
whleh corresponds to the dlmonslonleos equation:
-a-. f(it, \ r . , .). (M
Il2 1 1
vhero the othsr I'j terms were ooablned Into a oonstant
quantity by roughness.
nivldinp: (3) by the equation beoortea;
^ iS.(c Xh
13 L^. (5)
or
^ ' ¥a(On X% '
a^{0 X
(6)
or S"
In equation («) , c>r^ ; 0. - C{ wid
^ , This raeana tfu.t the flaalr-n equatlona for and
for the ooeffloient G„, vhlch represents clII other uneon-
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trolled waterahod char&oterlBtloB, were satisfied in the model
vlthout distortion. i» considered uncllBtorted because the
combined effect of the distortions produced by the IncSlvidual
components of 0^ Is compensated for by experimentally ad-
Justing roug^iness.
Derivation of prediction eouatlon. The prediction
equation vhen there I0 a distortion Is:
• S (0)
But S- 7^ -
Substituting (9) In (0) the prec'.lctlon equation becomes:
Qmn^m Qg (10)
Another form of derivation v/lthout golnf? throu^ steps
(1) to (9) le to substitute ra » and n » (both by
" Q ^ ^
definition) In the prediction equation m >•, and the
final equation beconeB!
Ca = n^ra
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Appendlx D
1. Derivation of the converr.lon equation for the
pftlnfRll of June 17» 19515
q- « dlsoharRe from model A In o.o, per
7.1 sec.
tt discharge In aodel A In c.f.s.
m~3m. i X i-—, (1)
7-1 (2.5M5 (12)3
~ 4.976 X10"^ (2)
4 - n^m lij,' oqulV'-lent prototype
dischF.rge In c.f.s.
- (Mo)^ {0.:;l97)(ii.976 x 10~^qn), (3)
Slnoe 1-0 c.f.s. manoff from the entire watershed is
equal to 0.00769 In. per hr., as shown by the follovlng
computation:
(1.0^ 12 X -^.6001,0 c.f.B. « 129 XU3,5^0
m 0.00769 In. per hr. (^0
And by combining (3) (^):
ci « 2Jv77 * 10"^ On*
2. For the rainfall of June 19, 1951: Bince m « 0.1661,
a « 1.287 X10"^ qn- (5)
3. For the rainfall of J^eptember l^^-, 1951! Th®
value of n Xb 0.17^3» thus
<4 - 1.351 XlO"^ qn* (6)
